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M OTTOE S.

We teach you how to think In the language or health.
A ratlonnl treatment for all d senses Is to first determine the
cause or the disease and then remc•ve It.
When two or three are gathered together in the name of science, great deeds of mutilation Chll be performed Jn defiance of
every known law and no man can criticise the procedure.
The greatest danger or wealth ls an OJ>erntlon ror appendicitis.
-Push.

Those who sutrer most and can rise, sphinx-like, from the
ashes of their consumed ｭｩｳｴ｡ｫ･ｾＮ＠
errors, appetites and passion,
have a message for the world, and the world will be better by giving such men respectful attention.
:\Ian's cures, like his ltaUy bread, must be earned by the sweat
or his brow; and If they are not. t'lley become his bane.
When money Is or more wortL than Intelligence, the tortrlcld
moth Is at work rolllng together Lhe soul, and the day will come
when there will be nothing left.
Just a slight scratch on the baclc of the average civilized man
wlll uncover a savage.
One must make a dally practice of wrong living to remain an
Invalid, for nature Is constantly ｡ｾ＠ work throwing atr. disease.
Fear from whatever cause Is a shoclc to the nervous system,
which Impairs every function or tbe ｢ｯ､ｾＭＮ＠
An unhappy, dissatisfied mind will ruin digestion. even if the
greatest discretion be used In eating.
When people are well they will not be sick.
The swa11plng of one bad habit far another will continue so
long as disease Is recognized as something else besides bad habits
-wrong life.
It ls natural tor lmpotenc)' to recoil from Its cause, and this
recoil Is often mistaken for reformation. The lm11otent reformer
h; orten declared an ornc:-le.
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Criminals are or two kinds-those "[oxy" enough to hide their
acllons, and those who are devald of sense and reason. The latter
become the victims o! prosecution by those who a're more vicious
than they, but who ure smart enough to hide It.
There h; uo safely lu lire ei::cept In woderallou.
The books that helll you most are those which make you think
most. The hardest way or learning Is that or easy rending; but a
great book that come!! from a great thlnl<er Is u ship or thought,
deep freighted with lrnth and IJ.eauty.-T/1eodore Parker.
Beauty doctors, clrug dortors and much or modern surgery are
the legitimate o!fsprlng11 or Idleness. Nature's law oC lite Is In·
cessnnt change; a lagging at any point-Inactivity-means cleath.
Health, education ancl success are all made up of the thousands of dally opportunities that rome to every one. The most
lmt>ortnnt constituent In success Is to get busy with the little
opportunities. If we take rare or the little ones thl! big ones wlll
take care or themselves.
There are ru; many kinds or dealePs In curfls as there are In
clothing. There are the second-hand. the misfit, the hnnd-medown, those with clothes lo let, nncl the merchant tailor.
People who can be taught c·onect living belong lo the u1111er
strata of the human race. The majorily or people are not ready
to be taught.
It the doctor uncl his drugs cure, what need have wo for na
ture's remedlei;? People who believe In drugs hove no use ro1·
fresh air. When 11eople know the mlue or fresh nlr. they know
the uselessness of drugs.
Wealth for wealth's sake Is not worth the cost. but If It Ii;
usecl ns au Instrument !or self-development It Is worth all It ｣ｾｴＡＮ＠
A doctor who cures disease. by Casting his patients, nnd then
can nol Instruct them how lo live to prevent a return of their dlR·
case. belongs to the 11atent 111e11lclne rlass.
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A STUFFED CLUB
A J ournal of Rational Therapeutic.&

VO L. B

M AY, 1907

NO. 1

Seven Yea.rs Old
EVEN years ago A STUFFED CLUB came into
existence; not for the purpose of filling an aching void hor for supplying a long felt want.
It simply "buttedinskied" without invitation,
and in spite of the opinions of friends and foes.
F riends were almost sure that the venture would
prove disastrous, and opposition knew positively that Tilden wai;
a ruined man. P rofessional pecple knew that such "brutal"
frankness would not be taken to kindly- that the people would not
s!lbmit to a treatment that consisted of telling them of their faults
and giving them no treatment except advice. The doctors were
all quite certain that the sick people would not be satisficd to
have a physician call upon them and leave without giving them
d rugs, and that a man who was fool enough to attempt such an
innovation would come to grief.
If there is a style of criticism that the CLUB has not received in the past seven years we would like to hear of it.
Good christian friends have predicted dire disaster; the ultra·
radicals have declared the tone disgustingly insipid. There are
fcw months of our existence that we have not been told just how to
write. To one and all of these kind friends we have sent letters
of thanks and frankly told them that we should do as we pleased
I
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with or without their kind permission, and now that we are out of
our swaddling clothes and into our knickerbockers, we shall conby love or hate.
tinue the even tenor of our way, ｵｮ､ｩｾｲＮ｡ｹ･＠
Only a few days ago a good friend wrote us that he desired us to
promise him that we would use no more profan_ity in the CLUBthat if we would promise he would secure quite a number of subscribers. Our answer was that we shou!d exercise our prerogative
in the future as we had in the past.
People are so used to doing good for reward, that they can't
understand a man who declares that it is neither good nor moral
to work for reward. It will take years more of evolution to convince people that they are neither moral nor good simply because
they live a righteous life for the sake of winning the reward or
heaven. It will take many yea1s to teach people that such beliefs
build cowards and hypocrits, and that such states of mind build
disease and premature death.
Freedom of body and mind are necessary before the ideal
man can be evolved. The ideal man will be free from fear-he
will have no God to fear nor devil to shun. He will be simple,
frank and honest. He will not be afraid lo call things by their
right names and if he thinks a thing is damnable he will say so
without rear, and what is more: not care for the dollar or dollars
that may be lost in subscriptions cancelled or prospective subscribers lost.
It's a mighty comfortable feeling to know that those who
turn the CLUB down are losin8 more than we are. Many times
every year we see those who spurn the C L us's teachings, go down
and out, when a few of the tluths iterated and reiterated every
year in its pages would have averted such a dire calamity.
With this issue, the CLUB is doubled in size. We have
not jumped from the smallest to the largest; no, we are mor«:
2
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modest, we desire room to grow more at the celebration of our
next climacteric period. I hope the readers will appreciate our enlargement. With the increase in size we hope to maintain the old
stand ard in quality. As in the past we shall continue to try to
teach people how to think liealth. Every one needs to learn how
to think in the language of health. As the world stands today it
is past master in the art of thinking in the language of disease, it is
time for the change that is coming. There are hundreds of converts every month lo the belief that disease is wrong life and that
cures consist of righting errors of &fe. Every day drugs are losing
by desertion from their standard and more are to follow. Soon
the land will slide and the old dope superstition will slip into the
sea of oblivion.
We have not satisfied ourselves with a new cover design,
hence the old one will be used until we do. It is not as easy
as some may think; those who think it is just try it an<l let us hear
from you.
\Vith this, here goes for ano!her year, with prospects brighter
than ever before. The call for help to double the subscription is
being responded to most gratifyingly, and here is to all a hearty
good will, and thanks from everybody except the Irishman, whose
duty it is to see that the new sub!Cribers' names are duly installed
and proper credits given. In tree Hibernian spirit be has stuck
to his task with no audible protest except to occasionally call upon
St. P atrick to " stay the devils wit their ducats long enough for
him to sphit on his hands."
An CJCch11nge in apealting of a deceased citii.cn. 1aid: "We knew
him as old Ten Per cent-the more he had the lets he apcnt- the more
he gol the lcu he lcnt- he'a dead- we don't know where he went- but if
hia aoul lo heaven iJ tent- he.II own the harp• and ch11rgc ·cm rcnl.
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Robert Louis Stevenson a nd His Disease
Robert Louis Stevenson, prodigally gifted in all tnat rclatea to talcwritin11 pure and simple, an euayist of such perfec:ion that perhaps only
Lomb is his peer, ond a poet whn has stirrcd thc su1ibili1i"' of the AngloSaxon race on their most human side, lived len than forty-five yeau. He
was born in Edinburgh on the thirteenth of November in the year 1850,
and he died near Apia, in the Samoan hland1, on the third of December,
1894. Had Scott passed away at Stc\•enson's age, as has been pointed
out by Dr. Copeland, of Harvard, English literature would have been
left without the Waverley novels. Had Dickens died so young, "A Talc
of Two Cities" would not have ｾ･ｮ＠
written. Stcvenaon at forty-four
was u promising a1 Chatterton al aghteen, and bi1 literary career may be
1aid properly to have begun, acccrding lo Steven1on'1 most sympathetic
interpreter, only fourteen yean befoie it ended.
The unostcnlatiow little stone •ouse on H oward Place, Edinburgh, of
which conlcn:i:orary guidc-bcok1 n:1ke 10 11:cuch u Iha hirlhFlace of tho
creator of "Jekyll and Hyde," ｵｮｾ｢ｴ｣､ｬｹ＠
planted in the child's syslem
the aced. of that organic malady to which his untimely taking off in the
maturity of his powen is traceable. For the first year of his life, indeed,
aa we learn from his authorised biOBraphcr and from hi1 mother'a precious
diary, the baby seemed healthy. He climbed eighteen 1tep1 of the stain
when nine months old. He walked eiQht week. later. He was calling
people by their names before the •verage baby has cut eight teeth. But
this precocity went with a weaknea of the chest and a sUICeptibility to
cold inherited from a spriQhtly, sirlish mo!her who thus conditioned, on
its physical side, the most personal genius in our literature. He acceded
lo hia heritage of pallor and infla:nmotion at the a11e of two, when the
1uffocation of an attack of croup seemed at one time lo have carried him
off ahoaether. It waa at thia ｣ｲｩ｡ｾ＠
that "Cummie" came ｩｮｴｾ＠
hia life in
earncst-"Cummie," the nune, immortalised in the vene and the prose of
" R. L. S." His recoflecliona of the cndlen hours when he was kepi
awake by coughing were bri11htened years aftenvard by the thought of the
tenderness of his nune. She was more patient, he tells u1, than an anacl
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-hours logelher would she encourage and sustnin bim. Many a restless
niaht ended only with the coming of the file1 of farmers· cart.a, and the
clamour of drivers, whips and sleedJ under the window.
The delicate child wai nearly. tliree when the family moved on his
accoun t to a roomier dwelling on the other side of the road. Herc, to
his father and his mother and his nurse he !P'eW into a wonderful child of
acven; but in his later years he fancied that he 11athered all this time
material for those enay1 upon which, u Mr. Richard Le Gallienne thinks,
his finol famo must rest. \Vitbin the three oulaide walb of his aecond
home-soon to prove too cold for the frail child-he acquired an extreme
terror of Hell. It wu implanted by that faithful nurse to whom cards
were the devices of Satan and who taught him to pray fervently that bis
father and mother miaht not be damned for playin11 whist. All this time
the boy's health was going from bad to worse. He would be kepi indoors
for a whole winier, saturating his mind wilh lhe Bible and the shorter catechism and the wri1in111 of PresbyteriH divines. By way of relaxation he
made himself little pulpits with chair and stool, 1it1ing therein lo read a
service and standin11 up at proper inter1als lo give out a hymn. "You can
never be good," he observed al the a;c of four, "unless you pray." His
mother asked him how lie knew. "B:causc:," he replied, 'Tve tried it."
H is literary ambitions defined thcruelves when ｨｾ＠
waa six. An uncle
had offered a prize for the best history of Moses. ｾｯ｢｣ｲｴ＠
Louis StcvcnIOD never had brother or sister, but ｾ［Ｌ＠
cousins were alwayt legion. All
competed, and linle Louis submitted a version with the rest. h was dictated lo his mother during five consecutive Sabbath nighlJ, and \'(.On for
him a Bible picturc· book. From thal time fonvard, asserts his mother,
it became the heart's desire of Robert Louis S1even10n lo be an author.

It loolr.cd then aa if he might never become even 11 man. The first
attack of croup had left his system dcic:ncc:lcss against succeeding invuions
of gastric fever, chills, pneumonia, and bronchitis. Mliny and longer
nightJ the child spent awake, racked with the hacking cough thnt never
would let go of his body. It seemed lo him in after years that he must
have perished a l this period if he had been deserted in his little crib lo
cough hit vitality away. But the slttplcss nuuc-who would not accept,
we arc told, a proposal of marriage bceauac it entailed a parting from her
5
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boy-was ever at hand lo lift the sufferer from his bed, lo bear him in
the darloieu towards the window, to surmi1e that other suHering lillle
lads were looking for the break of day. And when little 1allie1 of delirium brought him out of fevered ilcep, there was the father, too, sitting
by the bedside until slumber had come again.
Louis was seven when the St:vensons tried once more lo fly from
his disease. They simply took it with them as inevitably as the family
Bible. Koch's discovery of the tubercle bacillw was still in the future.
The . Stevensons had never heard •f phthisis iu a bedroom disease. So
Louis was taken lo live in the grey stone howe al 17 Heriot Row-an
abode solidly Scotch in the thickness of its walls. Herc, behind clo1ed
doors and windows, the child sweltered anew in his own peupiration,
sheltered as before from the air and the cold in fresh exile from the streets
of winter. Bacteriology had still to proclaim that tubercular particles
ejected from an invaded organism like his into even so healthy an abode
as 17 Heriot Row must, unless al once devitalised, dry artificially. In
that stage of culture they distributed themselves from further invuion of
the orsanism cooped up behind tie back windows that looked acrolS
Queen Street Gardens. " I principally connect these nights," he wrote in
after years of the hacking, exhausting cough now u much a part of the
history of literature aa Carlyle's dy1pepaia or Millon'• blindne11-"l principally connect these nights with our third house, in Heriot's Row.'' Thus,
for aome score of years, more or leu, Robert Louis Stevenson grew to
manhood in an atmoaphere aa bncterial as it was Calviniatic.-Alexander
ｈ｡ｲｶ｣ｾＬ＠
in Medallion Edition of "A Child's Garden of Veue1.'' New
York Current Literature Pub. Co., 1906.

No doubt the law of compensation is always satisfied. The
life that Steven&on lived-the kinetic energy represented by his ill
health, his social and domestic life, and his vast mental production
to the litera·y world-represents all the static
that he ｢･ｱｵｾｴｨ､＠
and potential energy that was his. We can't believe that there.
was any lost, nor any created, t1at was not originally latent in his
germination. The germ of individual life is not co:nplctc without
cannot be, a predestined environenvironrr.ent and there is not, ｮｯｾ＠
6
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ment; if there was there would be no need of individual effort;
man would be an automatom.
Believing, as it appears reasonable and logical to do, that
Stevenson used up in his forty-four years of life all the energy
legitimately belonging to him, the question will come up: was his
energy all wisely expended? And could not the energy wasted
on ill health have been utili:ied to greater advantage to the world
and with greater pleasure to hin:self? Was his ill health necessary
to hold him down and make of him the literary idol he was and is?
If the energy used up in ill health could have been spent in producing literature who can estimate to what perfection he might
have attained? It appears to be impossible to utili:ie all of any
one individual's energy in productiveness; nature appears to require a sacrifice. It appears to ｢ｾ＠ a fact, as some reason, that it
takes suffering to bring o:it the ｢ｾｴＮ＠
Possibly Stevenson's potential energy would have been spent
in the study of light houses, wave propagation and reduction, the
determination of the amount of stiain on a bridge, with other like
natural science subjects peculiar to the mental trend of the S tevenson family, if it had not been that he was forced into mental processes--dreaming-that could be carried on without the aid of
physical exertion.
Stevenson was healthy the first year of his life and no doubt
would have remained healthy all his life if he had not been the
victim of an ignorant o!d nurse "Cummie" whom he loved, and
remained loyal to lo the end of his life.
The following poem was written by Stevenson in dedicating
a volume of verse lo her.
7
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To Aliaon Cunninaham From Her Boy
For lhc Iona nighls you lay awake
And watched for n.y unworthy aake:
For your most comfortable hand
That led me throuii the uneven land:
For all the 1tory-boolu you rend:
For all the pain1 you comforted:
For all you pilied, all you bore,

In sad and happy days of yore:My second Mother, my finl \Vife,
The angel of my ｩｾｦｯｮｬ＠
lifeFrom lhc 1ick child, now well and old,
Take, nurse, lhc lilllc book you hold!
And grant ii, H eav:n, that all who read
May find u dear & nurse at need,
And every child wlo lials my rhyme,
In the bright, fircsi<lc, nursery clime,
May hear ii in u l<ind a voice
As made my childish day1 rejoice I

-L.

s.

Little did Stevenson know that this "second mother" and
"first wife" was the greatest curse of his life.
Was there any necessity "For the long nights you lay awake
and watched for my unworthy sake"? These sick nights were
caused by daily indulgences that should not have been given and
would not if those connected with his care ("Cummie" was not so
rr:uch to blame as the scientific medical advisers and health teachers
belonging to and wrapped up in his fate) had been as intelligent
as they should have been.
The great story writer was the victim of overindulgence, lack
of fresh air, sunshine and exercise, a formula for building consurrption that can't possibly be beaten.
8
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There is no doubt that the boy Stevenson was a victim of
1gnoranc care, resulting in gastric fever, a disease that is as common
as the ignorance that builds it. It is brought about by overeating,
improper eating and eating between meals. It is a great mistake
to intrust a child of the nervous mental temperament to an ignorant
o!d nurse who believes that children should be fed like pigs. Such
care takers if criticised about the manner of feeding and caring for
these mental types of children, will usually refer you to the robust
health of other children taken care of in this way. Such arguments the busy physician meets vith all the time. Few of our
n:ost intelligent peop'.e know that there is a great difference in the
digestive power of children-that there is as much difference between the resisting power of a cl,ild of the mental temperament.
and the child of common mind and )YJYlphatic temperament, as
there is between a rabbit and a po;sum. The common child is not
n:uch al:oYe a digestive apparatw that needs but little care aside
from feeding, while the mental child requires the most intelligent
care from birth throughout life if ideal development is to be had.
These are the children that die before the first year of age.
Because of the general igno1ance on this subject most of the
brainiest children die and tho:e that do not are handicapped just
as Robert Louis Stevenson was.
.
The average intellectual person will d eclare that because
some animal man he knows can do so and so, he can't see wh> he
can' t, yet he would be surprised if this animal man should com·
p!ain because he could not accomplish an intellectual feat equal
to him. For every degree of mental power we develo;> we must
pay for in physical potency. "Children grow weaker and wiser."
Along with the outrages in th e line of eating there is always
lack of discipline. Parents who are so stupid as not to know that
order is the first law of nature, a.r.d that one of their first duties is
9
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to make a child obey, have not yet arrived at a state of intelligence
fitting them to take on the duties and responsibilities of married life.
It is not uncommon, in fact it is the commonest sight, to see children with mothers who are too stupid to be intrusted with the care
of chickens or pigs. This being true, what sort of human beings
can be expected from such care takers) Children with less mental
potential energy than Stevenson had will make some sort of social
misfits. If the boy Stevenson had been of a stronger physical, and
more vicious nature, he might have broken out of the house in spite
of his nurse and got enough sunshine, fresh air and exercise to have
made him one of the "Sixteen men on a dead man's chest" that he
sang about. He had the imagination but he lacked the physique.
G iven the physique with the pernicious indulgence and overfeeding,
or improper feeding of body and mind that his nurse gave him
and he could have evolved into a pirate. T he children of common
minds have not enough imagination and ambition to drive them
into great crime when they become the victims of vicious care; the
crimes committed by such types are usually petty offenses, and are
more frequently in the line of satisfying appetite or passion than
otherwise.
An enervating mental and physical environment, such as Stevenson was subjected to, could not help but end as it did, viz: consumption in which all his potential physical force was used up in
coughing and manufacturing poisons for the propagation of disease, and in writing books in which he recorded his dreams--mental activities--that he lacked the physical power to put into form,
life, activity. If he could have executed or put into form his
mental entities, his life would have been different, but just how
different it would be hard to tell. T he unknown quantity is
always ready to join with the known and the result is always a
surprise--sometimes good and sometimes bad.
10
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In psychical and physical compositions the same laws are in
operation that we find in the chemical laboratory. An equivalent
more or less of some one element, or the adding of an equivalent of
sorr:e foreign e!eu:ent to the original formula, may end in good or
bad as estimated by our standard of morality, but as morality has
no part nor place in nature, all operations are right and perfect,
even if they work evil to our wishes and desires.
If Stevenson's nurse had been more of a Christian and had
confined him rr:ore to the Bible instead of reading to him from
Cassell's Family paper; and if she had kept him away from such
books as the Arabian Nights he might have been a clergyman the
same as his grandfather. It does not appear, however, that the
old gentleman was at all prudish for once when he stole up behind
his grandson, Louis, and found him reading the Arabian Nights
(much to the consternation of the young man) his only remark
was that he envied him.
\Vhen a child has found at the age of four. that one cannot
be good "unless you pray," and it has arrived al that l{no'nllcdge
from its own experience, the indications are quite good that there
is a possible clergyrran in embryo, for suggestion will usually do the
rest after such a start is had.
The Stevensons were flying quite often for the sake of health
and no doubt could have found alt they needed, if they had known
how, anywhere, and perhaps without a single move.
The biograp°!ier says that the first attack of croup broke down
his system's defenses. This is true of every attack of d isease if
one desires to express himself according to scientific medical expression, but a more rational an:l truthful statement would be that
because of wrong care his system's defenses were broken down so
that after he was one year of age his wrong life manifested itself in
croup, gastric fever, chiUs, pneumonia, bronchitis, coughs, etc., all
II
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of which are different phases of one and the same condition, viz:
a child of nervous-mental terrperament imprisoned in an unsuitable
environrrent.
It is the height of nonsense lo believe that a child that is born
well and continues to be healthy up to one year of age should
remain sick for the remainder of its life. It proves nothing except
that it is receiving a care that is unsuited to its healthful development.
The CLUB readers should know by this time that nature is
ever working toward the ideal, that she is very responsive to kind
treatment, and until nature has b::en outraged so long that organic
change has taken place to such an extent that recovery is impos·
sible, all deviations fro:n health of whatever name or nature are·,
by the conservative forces of the syatem, being brought back to the
health standard. The idea of cLTing as understood by the people.
(and, I am sorry to say, is the do:ninant idea of the medical profession) is most erroneous. Notliing evet cures but nature, and she
is at work all the tirr.e. When we are asleep and when we are
awake the conservative forces are throwing out defenses against
the detrimental influences of our unnatural lives, if we are living
s:ich lives. The struggle that is going on in our bodies is truly a
survival of the fittest. The office of the true physician is to understand the wants of the body in health and disease and supply them.
If it is nothing but rest that is needed the good physician will supply
it. How'? By hypnotics? Never! By righting whatever is the
cause, and the error may be one or two of many. In the boy Steven&on's case, he should have been fed three times a day a suitable
diet made up of fruit, nuts, raw and co1:1ked vegetables with a
vigilant eye on a limited amount of cereals. These nervous-mental
children need the cereals and starches, but they must be administered by intelligent hands or damage will be done, and as I have
12
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said above, a large per cent. of this type of children die early, a n d - starch does its share of killing. The bread and butter, crackers,
oat meal and com meal mushes with the accompanying sugar and
milk that represent the staff of life for those hearty little children
of mediocre mental pattern, proves only too often the staff of death
to the child of mental temperament. A few children of the mental
temperament are endowed with good physiques, but they are the
exception rather than the rule. These facts the people should
learn to know so that this class of children will not be killed as they
are now.
I am of ten told by mothers that it is impossible for them to
keep their children from being fed by neighbors. The good neighbors think because the child is so delicate looking when compared
lo theirs that it is because it is not fed enough. so they proceed to
fill it up with doughnuts. cookies, candies, etc., which ends in a
sick spell in a short time. O ften the child's enemy is in the home
under the guise of a grandmother, or an old maid aunt, either in
trousers or petticoats, or an old nurse, white or black, like "Cummie" who is "sleepless"-willing to give the child all kinds of
trash to eat during the day, creating such a deranged stomach that
the child will cough all night. As Stevenson said in after years:
" I must have perished at this period if I had been deserted in my
little crib to cough my vitality away." But the sleepless nursewho would not accept a proposal of marriage because it entailed a
parting from her boy-"was ever handy to lift the sufferer from
his bed." etc. This is the working of the law of compensation that
could well be done away with in the bringing up of children.
These good old mothers. nurses, aunts and neighbors are good and
£acrificing in caring for these little sick folks; but why not? they
are the ignorant, stupid builders of the sickness and they should pay
for it.
13
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The S ick Child
Child :-0 molhcr, lay your hand on my browl
0 molher, molher, IVhere am I now}
Why ia the room so gaunt and great?
\Vhy om I Iyins awake so late}
Mother:- Fear not at all: the night is still.
Nothing ia here that means you illNothins but lamps the whole town lhrous'i,
And never a child awake but you.
Child : -Mother, mother, tpeak low in my car,
Some of the thins• nre 10 great and near,
Some are so small and far away,
I have a fear that I cannot uy.
\Vhat have I done, and what do I fear,
Ancl why ar. you cryins. mother dc&r}
Mother :-Out in the city, sounds be&in
Thank the kind God, the carlt come in I
An hour or two more and God i1 so kind,
The day ahall be blue in the windowblind,
Then shall my child go sweetly ulccp,
And dream of the birds and the hills of ahccp.

It is pathetic as well as very irritating to see the distress of 3
mother over a dying child-a death that she is wholly responsible
for, as truly as if she had beaten its brains out with a dub--yet she
is so incapable of being taught that she will charge the death to
to a wise providence.,
any other cause except the right ｯｮｾｦｴ･＠
and not infrequently to an unwise physician, and then proceed to
use her killing influence on otl1er children.
We have many useless and uninforced laws--the people are
burdened by laws--but I am in favor of one more, viz: it should
be a penal offense to give any child. even one's own, food or anything to eat between meals. If this could be made a law and en1.f
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forced, it would, at least, stop the ignorant, officious feeding of
those children belonging to families who are opposed to it.
My children have suffered from this social crime and as a
physician I know it to be quite common in all communities. Between the vaccme superstition that is forced on the people by doctors who get all their knowledge second hand, and an ignorant
public that assumes the prerogative of knowing when children, not
their own, should be fed and what food shall be given, it is a difficult matter for people who wish to be pcnnitted the exclusive
right to take care of themselves to be left a lone. It is discouraging
to people who would live pure and wholesome lives to know that
they can't trust their children out from under their own roofs to go
anywhere but that there will be temptations thrown out to them,
and the advice: "You can eat this, it won't hurt you. Your
mamma will not know it. M y children eat all they want. I don't
believe in your papa's diet nonsense." Then when they are made
sick in this way, and a doctor is called in, he will discover that the
child's throat is a little sore, due to the irritation set up from the
ingestion of unsuitable food; he looks wise and makes an ominous
shrug of the shoulders with a shake of the head and says: " My
dear Mrs. 'Johnsing,' your chilCI has a very sore throat, I advise
the use of antitoxine at once, and allow me to urge you to begin at
once to feed 'good nourishing food every three hours.' " The
child may not be killed, but its biographers may in after years
write: "It looked then as if he might never become a man. The
first attack of croup had left his system defenseless against succeeding invasions" of officious neighbors, ignorant nurses, good old
stupid grandmas. autorratic docteors with their $2.00 per visit
smiles and their sterotypcd prescriptions, vaccine quills and anti·
toxines. Is there a.ny wonder that colds. chills, fevers, coughs,
15
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pneumonia and consumption were the principal items of interest on
the health bulletin of the £Teat Robert Louis Stevenson?
So long as we have biographers who do not know any better
than to write: "Chills and colds meanwhile interferred not only
with the son's growth but with his education. When he war
seven, Robert Louis Stevenson saw the inside of a real school for
"' ,.. But every draught of cold air, each
the first time. ｾ＠
wetting of his feet, any breathing of foggy atmosphere seemed to
have developed an ailment of some respiratory passage. These
colds set up every conceivable ｩｾｦ･｣ｴｯｵｳ＠
malady of childhood in
addition to whooping-cough, influenza, measles and quinsy," we
shall have such nonsense put in a book for the public to read. The
idea that chills and colds interferred with the growth of a child.absurd! The chills and colds were manifestations of wrong life.
"Colds set up every conceivable infection"-what nonsense!
T hese statements only prove tha: "Cummie", the mother, father
and family physician were very busy every day in making the boy
sick. The biographer says regarding the mother: "She welloigh mastered a whole branch of therapeutics in the meticulous
care she took in nursing him. Meticulous is good! When an
author will select meticulous instead of timid, it shows that all his
ideas are stilted and that he may have a lot of knowledge but a
very little wisdom. His knowledge of euphony and real facts are
on a par with Stevenson's mother's knowledge of therapeutics and
her knowledee of therapeutics is all told in the few words: her son
was sick all his life.
I n spite of all opposition, bad care, and the constantly recurring outbreaks of illness throughout his childhood, "the boy
waxed larger '!- '!- '!- long, lean, with spidery arms and legs,
ｾｵｮｫ･＠
chest, eyes far apart and movements sluggish-H e was
ugly. The oval of the brow, the soft brown eyes, the smile haunt16
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ing the thick lips and the lankness of cheek combined to form the
typical tuberculous countenance." Is lhis tuberculous build due to
the inherited tendency to consumption ? Yes; if the answer must
be orthodox, but I declare for truth and say that this description of
the future story teller was due to the manner of his bringing up.
A tuberculous tendency must receive the proper care or it will not
develop. I f Stevenson had not inherited this tendency his care as a
child would have been sufficient to have evolved it. The bogy
idea that people must die of consumption because the disease is in
the family must be got rid of. for all that is needed is for the family to abandon hereditary habits. There is always something radically wrong with the style of living when a family is sick much,
and if such a disease as consumplion breaks out it is time for that
family to pay so:ne medical inspector, who is not a machine, to
inspect the home, inquire into habits and correct all errors. It is
often too late after health is broken to save the sick one's )ife, but
it is not too late lo learn what caused the disease and correct it at
once in the other members of the family.
Stevenson succeeded in getting enough fresh air, sunshine and
exercise to partially restore his health, for we are told that he entered upon a university career at seventeen and had put aside iJl
health. This was not true, for he was st.ill so physically morbid
that he took to tobacco for relief. He writes regarding the Speculative Society (a tociety that had "its rooms in the very b uilding
of the University of Edinburg"): " 'A me'Tlber can warm himself'. He can 'loaf and read' and, in defiance o f all power, he
can smoke. Beho!d, according to Heine, with a Scottish accent, a
youth who talked as Lamb wrote, loafing in the library of the
Speculative and proud of the pipe he anarchically smoked." He
was better off playing truant than he was in attending school, provided he had not been killing himself smoking. There is another
17
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side to the smoking subject. This rr an Stevenson had been taught
the fcod poisoning habit in his childhood; when he got to be a large
all the rr.a!aise comrron to the sicknesses of food poisonboy, ｾｶｩｴｨ＠
ing, he got the taste and effects of tobacco which gave him the
relid he was ready-ripe-for. F ro::l that time on he made a
companion of tobacco and food was forced to take second place.
Colleges and tobacco were bad for him, but if his Cod of fate
decreed that he must have a bad habit, tobacco was the least of all
evils, and happy was the day when he found that tobacco took the
foods he had been
pince of the frequent eating and ｵｮｷｨｾｬ･ｳｯｭ＠
taught to eat by "Cummie." I do most posiitvely believe that if it
had not been for tobacco there would have been no literary Stevenson. He would have died of consumption ten lo fifteen years
younger than be did.
Tobacco and the open air that he got much of after he was
grown saved him for probably tiventy years.
"The bed waa made, the room was fit,
By punctual eve the slan were Iii;
The nir was 11ill, the waler ran,
No need was there for maid or mnn,
\Vhen we pul up, my nu and I,
At Cod's green caravancrai.''
-From Travels with a Donkey.

I hope no reader will ｭｩｾ｣ｯｮｳｴｲｵ･＠
my meaning and extract
the idea that I believe tobacco h:id any curative effect, or was necessary to Stevenson, or is necessary to anyone else. I do not.
Tobacco is not curative; it will prevent a consumptive from getting
well. No chronic disease can be cured so long as the subject uses
tobacco. Many can be made heller, but a cure only comes from
corrplcte abstinence. If the n.bjcct of this article had given up
tobacco when he got through the law school and had not gone back
18
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to his childhood habit of overeating and then had not taken on any
other enervating and life-sapping habit, he would still be living and
continue to live lo a great old age.
People can swap one bad habit off for another; stuffing can

be given up for tobacco: it can also be given up for alcohol. morphine and opium; :i.nd all these different habits can be changed
about, giving up one for another, but it requires much knowledge
and self-discipline to quit all. When a habit is practiced until the
system is broken down, the poison becomes a necessity to quiet
aching and diseased nerves. It requires more will power than most
men have lo quit. hence we see cures for the various drug habiu
all over the world, but we do not see real cures for the food poisoning habit. The food habit is treated by doctors and called colds,
grippe, pneumonia, rheumatism and every name given by medical
text books and the treatn:cnt is to stop pain, and in doing so we
often see the morphine, tobacco or alcohol habit substituted for the
food poisoning habit, but the real reason for this change is not
suspected by patient or physician. Tobacco pro!onged Stevenson's
!ife by being substituted for the worse and more fatal habit of
stuffing.:£.
This swapping of one bad habit for another will continue so
long as disease is recognized as something else besides bad habitswrong life.
The profession will not change so long as the writers and
knowing people in this world are grateful for the petty relief given
them by doctors while at the same tiir.e the doctor is helping them
to build incurable diseases. Gratitude is one of the noblest traits
•Few 1u1pect that one reason men arc more healthy than women i1
because women cal more 11nd oftener. Being in the howc where they can get
food oftener, they can't resist the temptation.
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of character, but there is much gratitude toward the medical pro·
fession that is ridiculous in its misapplication. Will all the kindness
that a physician can show atone for the unnecessary mutilating of a
body, or the creating of chronic disease, or causing the death of a
member of one's family? I've seen people delirious with gratitude
for an unnecessary amputation of a leg, and the unnecessary operation and removal of a breast, womb, ovaries. I've seen people
filled with gratitude for a few soft words and the shedding of a
few hypocritical tears over the unnecessary death of a dear little
truths there is much kindness shown
child. Notwithstanding ｴｨｾ･＠
by the medical profession and there are good. kind-hearted men
doing much good as well as harm. I believe the majority are as
honest as I wish to be.
The following is sweet to contemplate when one realizes how
little real iOOd Stevenson ever got out of the medical profession.
It shows that to the last day of Stevenson's life he never woke up
to the fact that disease is wrong life. and that he could have been
spared his life-long sickness and early death if he had been instructed in the laws of life and health during his childhood.
'f

'f

'f

Dedication
"There arc men and cluscs of men that stand above the common herd:
the soldier, 1he sailor and the shepherd not unfrcquenlly; the artist rarely;
rarclier still, the clergyman; the physician almost as a rule. He is the
fluwer ('uch as it i1) of our civilitntiou: anJ when that stage of man is
done with, ond only remembered to be marvelled at in history, he will be
thought lo have shared a• lillle as any in the defects of the period, and
most notably exhibited the virtues of lhe race. Ccneroaily he has, such as
is pouible to tho1e who practise an 11rl, never lo tho1e who drive n trade;
discretion, tested by a hundred sccrels; tact, tried in a thousand embarrau·
mcnl1; and what arc more importnni, Heracleon cheerfulneu and courage.
So it is that he brings air and cheer into the 1ickroom, nnd often enough,
though nol 10 often u he wiahes, bring1 healing.
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Cratitude ia but o lame sentiment; thanks, when they are expreued.
are often more cmbarroning than weltome; and yet I muit set forth mine
lo a few out of many docton who hove brought me comfort and help: to
Dr. \Villey of San Francisco, wh01e kindneu to a stranger it must be as
grateful to him, as it is toudiing to me, lo remember; to Dr. Karl Ruedi
of Davos, the good genius of the English in his fro1ty mountains; lo Dr.
Herbert of Paris, whom I knew only for a week, and to Dr. Caiuot of
Montpellier, whom I knew only for ten daya, and who have yet written
their names deeply in my memory; to Dr. Brandt of Royal; to Dr. Wakefidd of Nice; to Dr. Chepnell, 10 wise in counsel; to Sir Andrew
Clark, so unwearied in kindness; and to that wise youth, my uncle, Dr.
Balfour.
I forget aa many aa I remember; ond I a1k both to pardon me, these
for silence, those for inadequate speech. But one name I have kepi on
purpose to the last, bccou1e it is a household word with me, and because
if I had not received favoun from so many handJ and in so many quarlcn
of the world, it should have stood upon this page alone: that of my friend
Thomas Bodley Scott of Bournemouth. Will he accept this, although
shared among so many, for a dedication lo himself'? and when next my
ill-fortune (which has thus ill pleannt side) brin111 him hurrying to me
when he would fain sit down to meal or lie down lo rest, will he care to
remember that he takes this trouble for one who is not fool enough lo be
ungrateful'?
. -R. L . S.

Why should a man be getting only his board in this world?
For the simple reason that he works just as he eats, carelessly,
indifferently, taking no pains. The fact of the matter is. we are
authors and builders of our own misfortunes.
Willing to be "Searched."
Dr.-"1'11 examine you carefully for $ I 0."
Weary Dreary- "All right an' if you find it give me half."

-Ex.
21
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of Health

My dear Dr, Tilden:lt may gralify you lo know that as one of your unknown patients who
reads the "Club" I have been following prclly faithfully the advice so
forcibly laid down in the liule maeuine. Consequently 1 have 1cen the
health of my family improve an hundred fold. I hope soon to be able lo
come 10 Denver IO consuh you pcroo•ally jwl lor rcncrat rcsutb. \Ve are
all of ua in more than average health but I want lo learn all I can of the
1cience of right living 10 we may 1tay well and acquire the health habit.
Mrs. R. M. W., Omaha, Neb.

What is the matter with the writer of the above letter}
Nothing much; just afflicted with good common sense, that's all.
Before I received this letter I did not know that Omaha was
possessed of such citizens. I f I should learn that Mrs. W. was
the prevailing mode for women in that city I should go there al
once to live.
Thal is the proper caper.
Acquire the Health Habit.
There is but one way to acquire it and that is to learn to think
health. It is said that no one has mastered a language until one
has learned to think in that language. This is absolutely true
regarding health. We must learn to transmute everything with
which we have to do into health units. If we go to church, we
should not be satisfied with having our spiritual strength renewed_
-our devotional habit satisfied- but we should pay attention to
the ventilation and determine if the amount of bad air taken into
All
our lungs will cost more than the good derived is worth.
halls, theaters and public buildings should receive the same critical
notice. Then the preachers, lecturers and actors, should be sized
up and their psychological measure taken. We should determine, if possible, their modes of living by their manner of expression. Their tout-ensemble should tell us of their health and the
22
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cause of their physical and mental condition. All eccentnc1l1es,
peculiarities and beliefs, tell a story of their own regarding habits
of life and states of health. Thtre is a reason, that can be spelled
out in health or in disease units, for a man being a democrat, or
an aristocrat, a religionist or a fool, and when we learn to think
in the language of health we liall then know and be able to
recognize these causes.
This is a knowledge that levels all and exalts a ll. Little
individual conceits and disagreeable personalities can be rated at
their true value in disease units. Then they cease lo excite our
envy and prejudice, for we will have enough health knowledge
to know that envy, spite and malice are disease units, and that
they, like all contagious and infectious diseases, are communicable
to us only as we are susceptible lo their influence.
When we learn to think in the language of health, the habit
will fit us and be attractive imtead of repulsive. People who
have just become awakened to the realization that there is a
right and a wrong way to live-a mode of eating that will be
followed with better health, clearer minds, gentler dispositions,
more ambition and a higher grade of selfishness-they become
enthusiasts and without proper ｫｮｯｷｬ･､ｧｾｰｲｵｴｩ｣ｳＭｨｹ＠
begin a crusade and instead of doing good they usually succeed
in disgusting the better class of minds against the reform they
think they are advocating, but which they arc nailing to the cross
with their blind enthusiasm and ignorance. These arc the friends
that all reformations are compelled to pray to be delivered from.
In my work, it is difficult to keep down wrong impressions.
An enthusiast will start out with a carrot, a head of cabbage, or
a Tilden stick {a form of bread) and with one of these weapons,
he, Goliath like, thinks he can beat down all opposition (his en23
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thusiasm he mistakes for aggressive armament) and the result is
he comes to grief and the cause he advocates is put to ridicule;
after which small, carping opposition wiJI be heard to say: "Do
you employ Dr. T.? He treats all his cases with cabbage, I
understand I How ridiculous I" ''I believe Dr. T. cures all
diseases with whole wheat bre11d." Again some one will say:
"I think that whole wheat bread is horrid stuff. I had rather be
t:ck than to eat it." This opinion being based upon a bread produced by some enthusiast who if in a world contest-a contest in
which the whole world was up as a prize-for the best bread
baker, he or she wouldn't gel one of the innominate islands in one of
the most obscure corners of the globe.
All this is pathologic-the stumbling that precedes the attainment of health language--power to think in the language of
health.
\lVhen people learn to think in health language, they emitexhale-transude their knowledge; they don't have to be announcing it by trumpet blasts. The best a:lvocates do not talk; they
simply radiate. \JV hen some one says to them: "You appear to
have excellent health I" They answer: "I do, thank you."
"How do you account for it. \Vhat's your secret?"
"No
secret at all, Sir. I read A Stuffed Club. I have learned to think
in the language of health.
It's easy when once learned."
"What peculiar food do you eat?" "No peculiar food at all,
Sir. Just any. All you need lo know 1s to avoid wrong combinations and then learn your own personal limitations and respect
them."
Preaching fad diets is an indication that the preacher has not
A particular brand of
learned to think in health language.
bread; a specially prepared raw food; a belief in vegetarianism;
24
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in {act, any and all specialized and exclusive styles of eating,
breathing. exercising, etc.. are founded more often on mental
limitation than he Ipful knowledge-Utan sound thinking-and
serves as a passing fad or fancy. to amuse, interest and furnish
those incapable of being taught health language something lo
enthuse over.
When one learns lo iliink in Ute language of health all
knowledge and experience will be used wiili a view to utilizing
one's health units and to discarding one's detrimental influences.
The woman who belongs to several card clubs will compel her
card playing to accomrr.odate itself lo her needs in Ute line of
health, and not aJlow cards to force her into sacrificing her nerve
force or wasting her emotional energy. The business man w ill
control all his unnecessary nerve leaks, knowing that his greatest
"-Uccess lies in conservation of !Us energies. When he learns to
think in health language he will know that when he gets up in
the morning that he has just so much nerve force, and he can
spend it wisely and economically or not just as he is informed on
the subject. He will know that work and thought require nerve
force; that eating, drinking, smoking, losing his temper, or allowing his emotional nature to be drawn upon loo heavily, all require
nerve force; he will know also iliat by dispensing with one of these
nerve leaks he will be saving just that a:nount of nerve force that
can be used in some other way. When he continues to think in
this way he will come lo the conclusion, after a while, that he will
cut off all unnecessary expenditures and concentrate all his force
in the line that he desires lo make the greatest success.
The advantage in learning to think in health language is
that we learn to know what is injurious, not only lo health, but
to our success. W hen one knows that a certain habit or style of
25
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living will, if followed, end in a business failure, or a shipwrecked
life, one will make an effort to correct. No, he will not make
an ef forl; he will correct it. Efforts with failures, at correcting
wrong life, are made by people who have not learned effective
thinking. The idea that a giver habit is detrimental is only half
known. The knowledge has failed to become a conscience, and
so long as this is true, reformat.on will be spasmodic and unre·
liable. All wrecked lives are filled with half carried out reforms,
and the reason the reforms have not been carried out, is because
the truth about their habits has always been offset by doubt
based upon a lack of knowledge.
The w riter of the letter that provoked these reflections has the
right ideas. "\Ve are all well, more than the average health,··
but she w11nts to "learn all she can." It's the same all through
life, and with everything with w:1ich we have to do. The more
we have the more we want. If we learn enough health laws to
know there is more in health than there is in disease, and that
health can be had by correcting errors of life, we will want more.
So long as we do not know that our ill health comes from errors
of life we will want more erro1s. If we are drinking we will
drink more. If we are excesshe in anything the tendency will
be to grow more so..
The rule of life is that everything moves; there is no standing still. We are either improving or growing worse, for we
want more and more of everything. If it is!l't more good it must
be more bad; if the latter, then :he last end of life is worse than
the first. T o avoid such a contingency we should acquire the
health habit by learning to think in the language of health.
The world already knows how lo think in the language of
disease.
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Have Drug! Any Value ?
A Challenge
Our challenge, made in such plain, unequivocal language in the
October issue has not been taken up. The drualcss healers have not
dared to eome forward. Nobody ventured to claim ｾＱ･＠
price of one
thouaand dollan offered by u1. O f course we received aumcrou1 letten
commending and congratulating us for our outspoken atand, but the only
letter from the other iiJe was from Dr. J. H. Tilden, editor of A SluffeJ
Club, in which the doctor offers a ｢ｲｯｾ､｣Ｌ＠
more decisive, but an utterly
impracticable plan. If Dr. T ilden can bring about a realization of the
plan, I am willing to be a participator and do all I can to make the
teat a aucccss; i. c. to make it dec.isive.
Tho I believe that Dr. Tilden's plan i1 utterly impracticable, still
his letter posseucs many Foints of interest, and, as I believe in hearing
the other aide, I reproduce it in its entirety on another pag-. with a few
comments.

Again Dr. Robinson flaucts his buncombe chaUenge to the
world and this time loo in the face of having the truth about
"cured" clap shown to him. I have no further hesitancy in declaring his challenge hot air and his methods those of the dead
game sport and bunco steerer.
,,.

1¥

,,.

The SluffeJ Club ia a bright liule journal. It contains some excellent
ideas, and 1ome truth1, e\'Cn tho brutally told. But the whole journal,
from the fint page to the last, is an adverti1ement for its editor, Dr.
J. H. Tilden, an advertisement of his wonderful alt.ill 111 a phyaieian, of
his cures after the cascs were given up by the regular phy1ician1, etc., etc..
etc. As I 111y, the Club ia clever aad every phy1ician would be better off
for reading ii, but it is an advertisement for Dr. Tilden, pure and aimple,
nevertheless. I wonder how it i1 permitted to go thru the maih at acconddau rates.

When regular medicine can't down opposition it resorb lo
all sorts of coercion and one of its favorite methods is to lobby a
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prohibitive bill through the legislature or appeal for aid to the
P. 0. department to shut off second-class priviliges. The reason
the second-class privileges have not been taken from the CLUB is
because it is "bright" and contains "important truths" that can't
be found in Critic and Guide nor anywhere else in such a condensed and comprehensive style. It. like the Critic and Guide, is
for the purpose of advertising its editor. Who doesn't advertise?
The regular doctor I! And the regular periodicals, such as Critic
and Guide! Of course not! Dr. Robinson wouldn't have the
world know that he is just about the "only thing that is" on such
diseases as gonorrhea and syphilis No indeed! He tries to hide
this fact on nearly every page and number of his periodical.
"If I were not absolutely con\•ince:l that the Crilic and Guide is one of
the greatest agencies for good' in the United S1ate1, I would cease publishing it."-Cri1ic and Guide, page 188, June, 1906.

Can the CLUB show more egotism?
Ji.

¥

¥

I quote the following article from the pen of Dr. Lamphear,
one of the leading regular physicians of St. Louis, because he
stands as high as any man in the United States. The reader can
see that the doctor recognizes "cured" clap just as it is and as I
do and as every man of experience must.
Gonnorrbea and Race S uicide
By Emory Lamphear, M. D.. Ph. D., LL. D., St. Louis.
Very much has been wrillen an<I said recently concerning "race 1u1cidc" in America; very little about its true cau1c, and involuntarily:
gonorrhea. Most writers have paid great attention to abortions among
the well-lo-do and withdrawal (Onaniam), mechanical applianee1 and
other means for the prevention of conception, pre1uming that the alarming
diminution of the birlh·rale among parenl1 of American deacenl i1 purely
voluntary; very few have recognized lhe facl lhal much of the 1lerili1y
ol inlcntional.
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For a quarter of a century, almost, I have been engaged in a line
of practice which bring• me in close conlncl with the better clan of
women-women who hnve married men well·off in worldly goods, women
who have had one bnby (or at most two), and would gladly h11ve
more. Their friends think the limitation of the number of children is
intentional and often congratulate them upon their 1ucceuful method of
prevenbon of conception: as a matter of fact thowa.nds of these women
arc anxiou1 for motherhod and seek the 1urgcon and gynecoloai•t in the
vain hope that aomething may be done lo favor conception.
What i1 the trouble} Before marriage the husband contracted gon·
onhca (alas, many times after lllarriagc also I), was treated by aome
phyaician who told him he w1u "cJrcd"-perhap1 ycan prior lo marriage
-and maybe regarded himself as perfectly "1afc" in having intcrcoune.
Soon after marriage hia wife dcvefopa a little urcthritia (which ahc calla
irritation of the bladder, ascribed lo sexua1 indul11cncc); and later be·
comes pregnant. Lucl.ily at ｴｨｾ＠
lime of confinement there i1 auc:h 1ub·
sidence of the gonorrheal in!lammalion that the child escapes gonorrhi:al
ophthalmi...-tho more than half L':ie blindness of the \Vorld is due lo
gonorrhea. The molher may even escape lhe mild form of "ch1ldbed
fever" so apt lo follow, and in rare inslanc:ca may go thru a accond preg·
nancy without serious trouble."
(And this is one of the dill:llSC$, and these the rcsu1ts, that Dr. Lamphear
refcn lo, that arc recognized throughout the profession as cures. And Dr.
Robinson would have 11 drug nihilist compete with him in curing one case
each. \Vho is lo say when the case is cured? ls a case lo be declared
cured that will show a sterility, or if not sterile the offspring 1hall show
a aononbeal blindncaJ or ophthnlmia?)
"But JOOner or later the gonococcus finds entrance lo the 01" {nee!. of
the wcu:b), "'end dironic endoceuicitis ii ut up-purely a gonococcal
infection of the cndomelrium. At this point the husband may-much to
his surprise if be has not been "cxpo;cd" ouuide-<lcvclop a mild altacl.
of clap and may accuae his wife of infidelity" (and thi1 is o style of
cure that Dr. Robinaon Ｂｾｳｨ･＠
me to compete with him in effecting!);
"but most often an immunity has been eJtablished and there is nothing
more than the appearance of glccly di1ehnrge; he ia "cured." \Vi th
the wife, however, the trouble is ju1t begun. Ultimately the gonorrheal
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infection of the fimbriated cxtremeties of the F allopiao tubes causes them
to be glued together and the tubes arc forever closed to the pam1ge of
ovum to lhc Field of fecundation. la an uncertain proportion of cues
the infection is of such character as lo obliterate lhe uterine end of lhe
canal also, and pelvic peritonitis and pus-tubes arc the result: but in a
majority of cases the infection is of such mild character !hat closure of
the ovarian extremity of the tube is the only immediate effect.
After this there is more or leas m•rulrual pain, because the blood
which i1 discharged (rem the ovary at the maturation of the ovum must
be absorbed by lhc peritoneum in1tead of pa11in11 down the tube into the
uterus as it normally 1hould. The ｲｾｵｬｴ＠
of thi1 inflammatory closure of
the tubc1 is an incurable sterility. "Race suicide," so far at that particular
family is concerned, i1 sure, tho involunt11ry. Finally the general condition
of the i:atient becomes •o good th11t a1c family doctor" (the doctor who
cured (?} him. This is lhe kind of cures that Dr. Robinson would like
for some one to pay him $1,000 for makingl-Ed.), "probably not knowin11 uf the infection, even tho he may have known of the husband's clap
of long ago, can find no cause for the woman's enforced barrenness,
since only rarely can the clubbed ･ｾ､ｳ＠
of the Fallopian tubes be felt
by digital examination. Only the operating gynecologist and the pathologistJ know of the Frequency of this ｣｡ｾｳ･＠
of sterility.
I believe that every gynecologist of large experience will bear out
my declaration that one of the chief cau1e1 of race suicide in F ranee and
the United States i1 gonorrheal closure of the Fallopian tubes."

M any women are ruined, if not killed, every year, by being
sent to some hospital for a surgical operation for the removal of
pus tubes, because some physician has undertaken to cure her of a
chronic pehic trouble that proves to be a case of drug-cured clap.
These masked-latent-dormant-so-called cured cases of clap are
often like the proverbial gun-always loaded, but the doctor
doesn't know it until it explodes and some one is killed. This is
drug curing I
*
*
*
Dr. Robinson, editor of Crilic and Guide, devoted most of
February, I 907, number of that periodical to criticising the editor
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of A STUFFED CLUB. This he did 'in lieu of answering my
counter-challenge-for both see February CLUB.
My answer he declares "utterly impracticable 'f. 'f. ｾＧ＠
still possessed of many i:;oinls of interest, and as I believe in hearing the other side" (after the other side despairs of ever having
any notice given, and publishes its own answer) "I reproduce il "in
its entirety on another page, with a few comments." And what
are those ''few comments" "Here endeth Dr. Tilden's letter.
Will a dozen good physicians undertake Lo put the plan into realization? It would be interesting. I have no doubt as to the
outcome of the test.-W. J. R.''.
This is all the direct answer or comn:ent given, but in several
articles and on several pages of his February issue he proceeds to
criticise, question and vituperate, directly, tacitly and inferentially;
in fact, any old way, just to make a noise and keep the reader's
attention drawn from the main issue. In this he ｳｾｯｷ＠
how badly
he is pressed to meet the answer I have given him. No wonder I
was compelled to publish my own answer, after which the doctor
" got busy" and published it in his February number, which came
out on the last of the month while the CLUB came out on the first.
The indications all led rr.e to belie\'e that my counter-challenge
was to die so far as Dr. Robmson was concerned, hence I proceeded to force matters, which brought him lo: "As I believe in
hearing the other side I reproduce it in its entirety." How good
of him lo reproduce it in it.s entllely with a f eJll comments. Thanks,
dear doctor, and especiall}J for your comments and your interpolated remarks. I will say regarding the challenge however that if
you are desirous of having the contest brought about, and you
"have no doubt as to the outcorr.e of it," you can't possibly have
any objections to joining me in a raise of your $1.000 lo $5,000
each and to inducing others to join us in bringing about a decisive
31
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contest. Yes, I note that you still float the red flag over your
original petty, childish. meaningless challenge, but if you "have
no doubt as to the outcome," take down that silly challenge and
hoist one worthy of the profession you are championing. You
should not say that my counter-challenge is impracticable when
there are a hundred thousand physicians who believe as you do
and no end to the number of druggists.
"lirpracticablel"-for one man lo stake $5,000 against the
representatives of almost five thousand million dollars I ! A gnat
against an elephant I And you call my challenge impracticable.
My dear ccctor, I was charitable enough to you to include the
drug doctors. I now enlarge my offer to $5 ,000 against your
$5.000 and invite the drug profession to join in giving you aid.
This contest would, at the end, give lo you $30,000, plus royalty
on the report, for you know there is "no doubt as to the outcome
of the test."
Stop talking about "impracticable." If there is anything
that is really impracticable, it is your little "dinky," meaningless
challenge you arc sticking lo with a valor equal to the woman who
went down with her scissors. No, Dr. Robinson, your challenge
can't be lifted by any conjuring of mental dynamics into the
!.phere of the lrue sportsman.
In answer to your interpolated remarks in my counter-challenge. You say: "'Drugs never cure' is to be found in lots of
fake journals," and that 'drugs cure' is found in fake journals
both regular and irregular. Y 011 ask: " In \\hat way is the
honor affected?" When one goes into a little ga'Ile such as your
challenge indicates. If your education is such that there is no
distinctic·n in your mind between your profession and the games of
the sport, I shall not waste my time in an attempt lo enlighten you.
"I am liberal and would be willing, but my friends would
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not care to enter a ｣ｯｮｬ･ｾｴ＠
with one whcm they consider .a
'quack.' " Such a state1Tent ftom you is on a par with your general palaver and inanity. No, neither you nor ycur friends have any
notion of entering a contest that would be decisive, even though
you "have no doubt as to the outcome of the contest." Fortunately for you and your friends, any one capable and willing to
controvert the drug subject with you will be passed upon by your
honorable body as a "quack" and this disqualifies him. I'm as
familiar with your con\'entional tactics as I am with your ability,
and I quite well know that the potency of the rank and file of the
medical profession is buncombe pure and simple. and when dis·
covered or in danger of being discovered, the fighting tactics are
from ambiguously constructed cover, and the weapons are aspersion. calumny and defamation, never logic and reason. Knowing
this as well as I do, I do not L1ink I can be surpnsed at any tactics you may adopt.
You and your friends hc.ve a most glorious opportunity of
shutlmg me up and out in quiet order. It would be the best sup·
pression you could engage in.
When there is anything to be gained by mixing w ith "q:.-ac!<s..
I have noted, for years, you ate all "Johnny on the spot," but in
contests such as I have suggested, it is a case of: "My friends"
do not like grapes nor to contest with "quacks."
"On the contrary, patients would stay away, if they got an
inkling that they were to be 'experimented' upon." If there would
be any experimenting you would be the guilty party. for my plan
is out of the experimental stage. After such a contest as I propose,
there would be much less experiment:'.ng than is toing on all over this
country branded "regular medicine."
"\Ve allow now considerable latitude in conduct and absolute freedom in methods of treatrr.ent, so your irregularities must
have been pretty bad ones."
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I understand your innuendo. I am familiar with the double
cnlendre methods of the uhra-mt'dical profession. I t is palaver
at first ｾ･ｴ＠
off with a little disgusting flumn:ery, then when circumstances require something besides balderdash-when called
upon to make good-then it ｩ ｾ＠ every mother's-son of you begin to
quibble, flim-flam and, as a last resort. you try to create prejudice by insinuation, equi,ocation and innuendo. I do not envy
the skill in this line that is characteristic of the regular profession.
As much energy spent in thought about the real cause and cure of
disease would have made the regular profession invincible, but, as
it is, it is so irr:polent in the line of curing disease, that the cult
known as Christian Science has run away with a very large chunk
of its bread and butter, and there is more of its larder still in
danger.
I shall Mw proceed to give your vanous criticisms my respectful attention.
And Aaain Vaccination
"I believe lhat tho1e who arc opposed to vaccination 11re well-meaning,
deluded fools. Their agilalion may prove extremely injuriow, but we
mu1t not prohibit their propaganda. They arc entitled to their belief.,
ilL-founded and false as they arc, 11nd we have no righl lo shut lhcm up.
They will probably be made lo ice their error in the near future. There
is, however, one slalemenl which the anti-nccinationisll frequently make
and which it dutardly in the extreme and which it is time to stigmatize
u tu(h in no !lllccr•ain lftllg\ll!gc. l refer lo the •lalcmcnt that the doe•ora
praclicc vaccinalion not because they believe in ii, bu1 because ii bring•
!hem in some money; because they mnkc a living out of it. This 1tatc·
mcnt is stupid, dastardly, and only a fool and ignor11mua would mo.kc ii.
I am willing to believe in lhc sincerity of lhc anti-vnccinationi1t1-why
can't they believe in our sincerity) As to lhc doctors making n living
out of vaccination; first, ii conslilulcs an ulterly iruignificant ilcm in any
doc1or·1 income; second, there arc lent of thousandt of docton wilh good
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praclices, spccialisls, elc., who ncvc1 vaccinalc and who a1c firm believers
in vaccinalion. The facts in favor of the prolcctivc and lifc-aaving value
of vaccination arc loo numerous, loo overwhelmingly convincing to be
overthrown by epithets or by such phrases u "pulling rol inlo a child's
arm," "poi1oning the blood," etc. The lrouble with the anli-vaccination·
i1ts ia that they do not want to 1t11<ly the facts; they would hate to be
convinced of their error. And yet I believe that if the more intelligenl
of the anh-vaccinalioniats-hkc Or. Carr and Or. Tilden-put away
their prejudice just a little while, and studied the facll and figures col·
lccted, for irutance, by the British Medical Journal, they would be com·
pelled to confess thal they have been as blind as bait. But ins1cad of
examining scientific slalistica they stuff lhemsclvcs on literature compiled
by ignorant, hysterical women. ln1te11d of rending journal! hkc the Lenee/ or Brilisli Medical Journal, lhey waste their time on such inexcusable
rol as the Liberator, published by an ignorant laywoman.
One more point I mu11 tou:h upon. The anli·vaccinationists like
lo lell us lhal the .. most prominent and advanced physicians" arc opposed
lo vaccinatio.n. This is not true. \Ve should like lo have the names of
al least lcn really prominent physicians who arc opposed lo vaccination.
Thal many of those opposed lo vacdnnlion arc honest and sincere, I admit
But thal they occupy a prominent po1i1ion in medicine; thal they have done
something for the advancement of 111edicine, is po1itivcly untrue. In fact,
ninety-nine per cent. of the anli-vaccinalion phy1ici11ns belong lo the rank
of quacks, irrcgulan, charlalans, non-graduates, old fogiea, clc., clc. If
I am mi11aken I should like lo be corrected.''

I acknowledge my o!>ligations to Dr. Robinson for defining
my mental pen•ersion :-"Deluded fool" is good; there are others.
I will say, however, that my opinion on vaccination was matured
before I knew there was a Dr. Carr or a "hysterical woman"
editing the "Liberator."
In the first place, I will say, that I nursed my opinion ot
vaccination from the same professional dug that Dr. Robinson
nursed his, and I grew and waxed strong on it just as he has done,
but a time came in my life when I quit nursing. and I began to cal
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other food, besides pap, and I began to walk and think for myself. I believed in vaccination; that is, I thought I did. The
fact is I did not know anything within myself. I had faith in my
books and teachers and I believed what they taught me about vac·
cination and I vaccinated every one needing it, and I was conscientious; I wou!d not have anything but the best-the purest (?)
vaccine. I was equally conscientious in my good opinion of drugs.
I spent a season as head of a chemical laboratory where I manufactured all the drugs usually manufactured by a first-class retail
store. I took a pride in doing my work well and having good
reliable (?) goods. I got into the profession, and devoted all my
spare lirre to the study of the best authors in the world. I never
was sectarian enough to believe that all the good things in the
world originated under one hat, nor in one school, church, party
or country. If Dr. Robinson cares to know where I got my infotn'lation he may call and I will show him my library: or, if he
can't come, if he will appoint a brother physician in whom he has
confidence, to call and take a look at my library, beginning thirtyfive years ago and coming down to the present, he can learn from
whom I received my fundamentals; but, so far as application of
principles is concerned, I allow no man, human nor divine, to dictate to me. I am responsible to no one for what I think except
myself.
I read therapeutics conscientiously and applied them successfully. What evidence had I that I applied them successfully>
My business was a success and I llad people get well a/ fer tal{ing
my prescriptions. I believe this 1s the legitimate and recognized
proof that "drugs have value." The people said I was successful,
but within me, hid away from the public eye, there was a some·
thing that was not satisfied with results. I allowed that something
to talk with me, and argue with me. At first I thought that someｾ＠
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thing was an enemy of mine, and of my friends and of those in
whom I had confidence, and in who:n the world had confidence.
I had a great struggle with that something. I watched it with suspicion until at last, after many struggles running over years, I
learned to recognize that inner something as my friend and pro·
tector and I am now led and guided by it. It tells me to believe
nothing but demonstrated facts; that I can do myself no greate1
harm than to believe a thing simply because everyone believes it.
When I have seen people die of malignant s!Tlallpox who
had typical protection-vaccination scars on their arms-and, on
the other hand, when I have seen many more have the disease so
light that if they had ever been vaccinated I should have been justified in naming their disease varioloid-1 say, when I have seen
these things repeated so of ten mder my eyes as to break through
my preconceptions and prejudices in favor of ｩ､･ｾ＠
running counter
to them, I am ready to declare that my beliefs and prejudices arc
wrong. When such things occur under my eyes I don't care how
many facts and figures are collected by the Britisl1 Medical Journal or the lancet. I would not give one personally proven fact
for a million so-called facts gleaned and siftea through a sieve of
preconception, prejudice and dogmatism.
I have personal ｫｮｯｷｬ｜＿､ｾ･＠
of people injured and killed by
vaccination, and if I had not I doubt very much if I should believe in the "inexcusable rot" that is sent out by "deluded fools,"
but instead would still be adhering to the inexcusable rot sent out
by such pap suckers as Dr. Robinson and the British Medical
Joumal, who still hang on to their dead mother's dug.
No, Dr. Robinson, I am not proof against proof. I am not
the author nor builder of my cast of character. It has not been
any personal wish of mine to rtpudiate the teachings of my father,
a man whose memory commands my most profound respect.
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Aside from the power of su3gestion there is positively nothing to the vaccination delusion, but how soon the world will get
the benefit of this truth I cannot say. It would be well if those
who do not believe in it would join forces to break the legal coercion exercised m forcing vaccinaticn.
One of the best proofs ｴｨ｡ ｾ＠ the wh<?le theory of vaccination is a delusion 1s the fact that it is losing ground. A truth once
established will stand.
The trouble with such men as ;nY worthy critic is that they
are built so that if they are once a democrat they are always a
democrat- if once a believer in vaccination and drugs they must
be consistent and spend aJl their lives in stopping up the breaks in
their profe.ssional dykes. Like 2.ll advocates of false theories,
every truth that is established in spite of their opposition is doctored out of all recognition and original intention, and then sent out
with the declaration that this Was their belief all the time.
The last paragraph needs no special comment. It's like
much of Dr. Robinson's school-boy boasting. It's partisan buncombe. When did any vital truth in opposition to popular custom
and superstition enter the world and be wined and dined by "len
reall;y prominent physicians?" . Please, doctor Robinson, tell me
when established custom ever recognized an innovator as "occupying a prominent position" in the cult he is opposing? When has
he ever been recognized by the powers that be as anything but a
" quack. irregular, charlatan. non-graduate, old foggy. etc.. etc."
And it matters not how mistaken the Doctor Robinsons were they
could not be convinced. There are weak sisters in every established belief as well as in all innovations, and these people may
cripple the cause by parroting, but I doubt if the anti-vaccinationists are very far wrong when they say that "most prominent and
advanced physicians" are opposeC. to vaccination. I do not bc38
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lieve the most flagrantly subsidiz.ed judge would accept the opinion
of those interested as final in decidm3 this question. It is a ques·
lion on the order of those, however, that posterity usually is re·
quired to settle. It has been required to settle every other saving
truth that has been disco,·ered.
Serum Therapy and Dr. Tilden
"Time will be required to expoJe the fallacy of aerum therapy, be·
eawe of man's inability to honestly lest the truth of a belief. If he
believes in an idea he unwillingly rejects all evidence running counter to
hia belief. Not many people can act lowardJ a subject other than in the
capacity of a paid advocate. Right or wrong his position mutt be made
lo win."
That's just it, Dr. Tilden. Right or wrong, you mutt maintain
your position. But pleaie answer one question: How many diphtheria
cases have you penomJly treated with an anti-diphtheritic scrum? None
al nll) Sn " 'h11t risht have Jiau lo an opinion> And now answer 1hi1:
You can communicate with ten or twenty or thirty thousand phy1ician1
who had been treating diphtheria before the advent of antitoxin and who
arc treating the di1ca1e now with antitoxin. Aslt them. They will tell
you unanimowly that their results at present arc immCJUurably better than
before. What ia it? A delusion? Have all doctors become auddcnly
inune? hn't it rather alrange the delusion ahould become so univenal
and should keep up 10 long? But here, Dr. Tilden, i1 a harder nut for
you to crack. T akc a guinea pig or take a hundred of them. Inject a
dose of diphtheria toxin into them which will prove abJolutely fatal.
Now talte another hundred RUinea pi(!J and inject into them a doJc of
onlilo:rin, and follow this by a dose of toxin which in the other guinea
pigt proved fatal. These guinea pigs will survive. \Vhy? Because the
antitoxin nculrali:r.cd the toxin. 11 thia alao a delu1ion? But thi1 is
something that can be demonstrated even before your own eyes.
And what is there atrange or mysterious or absurd about aerum
therapy? \Vhat ia there in it that a person of ordinary intelligence cannot
undcntand? You will admit that magnesia will absolutely neutralize and
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tender harmless any of the corrosive mineral acids, such aJ sulphur:c,
nitric, hydrochloric; you will admit that in poisoning with aconite, digitalis
or strychnine will counteract the depressing action on the heart and will
tend lo carry the p1Lient thru the dangerous period. And so ｾｮ＠
many
bacterial diseases the cells of the body in the struggle to overcome the
poi1on elabor4lc an anti-poi1on, an ｡ｮ ｾ ｩｴｯｸｮＮ＠
which when isolated neu as
an antidote lo the re1peclivc toxin. What is there improbable in this?
You who constantly speak of the curative power or nature should cer·
tainly not be 1urprised al nature's elaboration of an antido:e again1t bac·
lerial poisons. \Viii you have the courage lo admit, Or. Tilden, that
what you wrote about scrum therapy was-let u1 put it mildly-somewhat
hasty and illcon1idercd?
Friend Tilden, let me tell you what the trouble i1 with you. You
have some excellent ideas. You have a lot of common sense; lo some
of your strictures on our profession I am willing lo subscribe with both
hands. But the trouble with you i1, you cire a back number. You have
not seen any real medical literature for many yean, you have not Ir.cpl
up with the latcat developments in medicine !Ind ｾｵｲｧ･ｹＬ＠
and you think
that we stand where we stood fifty yean ago. And therein is your mistake.
I am somewhat of an iconocla1t my1clf. I do nol give a fig for
authorities. I am not awed by pomposity and smugosity. But I take good
care lo 1tudy a subject in all ils det•ils and lo make sure that I know
it be.fore I undertake lo criticixc it. Y ciu 1hould do the 111me."

Dr. Robinson assumes the pedantic altitude in the above article to an extent that would do c1edit to a professor of the dead
languages. His whole tone is that of: "I know it all and these
drug nihilists know nothing." If l do not know anything it is no
fault of mine for I spent twenty years in good honest labor with
the best literah1re that the whole drug profession could produce.
The facts are, all the literature and all the college teaching that
can be had only makes a doctor out of a man; the physician must
evolve outside of colleges, books and magazines.
I still insist that time will be required to expose the fallacy of
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Serum T herapy. Why? Because there are not only hventy or
thirty thousand physicians in the U nited Stales, but double that
number, who nod assent to a few leaders and join in the monoton·
ous refrain: "Them' s my sentiments too." This army never
changes an opinion except as the leaders call for it. Any one of
those sixty thousand will say, if asked an opinion on a medical
subject: " I will look up the authorities and let you know." Whal
do you think a man who does his own thinking cares for the united
opinion of such an army of authority worshippers. There isn't a
mother-son-of-a-gun of them but what suffers with the delusion of
authority. If they have belier results it is because the Serum treatment is not as toxic-fatal-as the treatment they gave before.
But it is a "delusion" to belie\'e that this army of automatons are
curing more. The mildest statement that can be made, to be
truthful, is that they kill fewer than before, but as to curing, the
profossion has not gone into the curing business yet.
T he reason I have not gone into the diphtheritic serum busines is because I have not felt the need of it. So long as a physician's treatment gives a little better results than his neighbors' who
are driven to all sorts of extravagant lengths to find a cure-taking up with every fad that is branded good by authority-he can
be excused 1f he will not give up a better for a worse treatment.
I have learned after yea.JS of observation to recognize some
of the fatal cases on the inception of the disease, and I invariably
urge such cases to send for the Serum Therapeutist, so as to give
the fad cure an opportunity to prove good; but alas, always a failure. Years ago I learned to recognize the fatal cases of croup,
and found that tracheotomy only saved those cases that would
get well without the operation. Then I set to work to see how
many of such cases the advocates of tracheotomy could save.
Alas, not one, although the advocates, like the present day Serum
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advocates, declared that I set my opinion up against the "ten to
thirty thousand physicians" who knew that the operation would
cure. I have sent many cases to the tracheotomist, the intubationist and the Serum advocate, but all were failures. ｗｨｹｾ＠
Because I sent them too late} I have sent them as soon as I was
called in the case; at once. I refused to prescribe for these cases
more than twenty-five years ago. Why} Because I can't cure
them and no other plan has cured them. Cases that I can't cure
will die under any other treatment; this I have proven by turning
such cases into the hands of the •ure thing doctor. That is the
reason I have not personally treated any of my cases with antidiphtheretic serum. Now, Dr. Robinson, how many have you
attempted to cure by letling them alone except to give a little lemon
juice and good nursing? How many cases that you could not or
did not cure, have you turned over at once into the hands of some
other plan of practice that you might see the difference--see if
some other plan was better than yours If you are like the rank
and file of regular physicians you have not turned any over. It's
a prerogative of the regular school to assuir.e to know all that is
worth knowing and rather than find out its mistake, it will allow
every case to die.
" Isn't it rather strange that delusions should become so universal and should keep l'P so long}" Such a question as this
brands the man who makes it as a trickster in argument or a fool.
Look at the history of the world and the delusions that the world
has been ages outgrowing. The drug delusion is neither last nor
least.
In answer to the guinea pig question, I take pleasure in quoting Dr. Robinson in J une, 1906. Critic and Guide, page 182,
third paragraph: "Let laboratory re.search go on. but let us re·
member that conclusions arrived at from experiments on frogs.
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guinea pigs and dogs are not always applicable to sick human be·
in gs." This is a staterr.ent from Dr. Robinson when he is not in
a controversial state of mind. If he, with all his "regularity" can
make such a statement about laboratory results on guinea pigs, I
can be excused if I refute the whole thing and brand it is a de·
lusion even if " ten to thirty thousand medical men" believe it. 'f·
"Have all doctors become suddenly insane)'° No I No
one can go insane who has not a goodly. s:ipply of brains; and
people who allow others to think for them have not enough brains
to go insane. The professional disease is not insanity, it is imbe·
cility or inanity.
Yes, Dr. Robinson, what you say in your third paragraph is
largely true and if you had read much of the CLUB you would
know that I am a believer in the ability of the human body to
manufacture its own antidotes. but I deny that an artificially
prepared antidote acts the same or can be relied upon. Again I
admit that soda will neutralize an acid condition of the stomach
and give a patient relief, but ｩｾ＠ is nonsense to talk of such treatment being curative or a cure. Pepsin can be given to help digest food but pepsin does not cure anything.
I spent twenty years in just this kind of medical delusion.
Instead of giving soda I correct the errors of diet and no more
soda is needed. I once gave lots of pepsin. It was not a delusion that the patients got relief, but it is a large delusion if one
ｾ＠
thinks relief is cure. I never use any artificial digestives. ｗｨｹ
Because they are not needed when the physician corrects the dietetic errors that make pepsin palliation necessary.
I was called to see a lady in the sixties a short time ago, who
had been taking digitalis as prescribed for her by one of the leading diagnostitions of this country. The disease was asthma and the
•Sec quotation in The Chicago Clinic article in next month's

CLUB.
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heart was overworked because of digestive disturbances. This
condition of the heart caused the doctor lo prescribe his heart
remedy and tell her that she would never be any better-that he
might be able lo give a little relief by toning up the heart. Toning up the hearLI 'What nonsense I Yes, I say nonsense, in
spite of the fact that there are thirty to sixty thousand physicians
in the United Stales who believe the same absurdity that the eminent doctor referred to does, and they have not "become suddenly
insane." no indeed I-Simply a case of chronic imbecility. The
patient was suffering from the depression brought on by three
ounces of the d igitalis and eating lots of good nourishing food that
she could not digest. I cut off the food-absolute fast-and of
course cracked the digitalis bottle. The patient was fully aware
of the fact that she had a heart, ｳｾ･＠
had not known of it quite so
emphatically until a fter she had taken three ounces of the drug.
The fast for a week and very little eating for two weeks more
brought the pulse down from 120 to 76. Where d id the heart
get its strength? It simply rested after I removed the digitalis lash.
There are thirty to sixty thousand physicians who do not know anything about such medical truths as these and they will not discover
them very soon experimenting upon guinea pigs and denouncing
drug nihilism. Now, F riend Robinson, if you will tell me in what
"back number" of the Critic and Guide or what "back number" ot
the lancet or Britis/1 Medical Joumal I can find this "oul-ofdate" treatment, you will put me under obligations to you.
Now, D r. Robinson, how many cases of diphtheria have you
had the courage lo stand by and see nature throw off? How
many cases of "clap" have you had the courage to watch through
to a natural termination with simply the aid of rest and hot baths?
Have you any idea that there will be no complications in diseases
treated in this way? Allow me to assure you that there will not:

«
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I want to tell you that the complications, relapses and all unfavorable syrr.ptoms met with in general practice, are caused by the comn:on, regular, recognized practice of medicine. Do you say no?
Then I will ask you: How many tin:es have you refused to prescribe and contented yourself with being simply an observer?
This is the only way for you or the sixty thousand drug delusioned
physicians in the U nited States to prove if I am an ignoramus and a
student at the feet of half-baked educators.
You say you are somewhat of an iconoclast ; that you do not
give a fig for authority; ("It is best not lo run counter to the
opinions of the majority of the profession-unless you are strong
enough to stand alone."-Robinson in Critic and Guide, Nov.,
I 906, page I 64. 6 and 7 lines from top of page) that you are
not awed by pomposity and smugosity; but that you lake good care
to study a subject in all its details and lo make sure that you know
it before you undertake to criticise it. ..
It takes a lot of smugosity, bumposity and pomposity for a
professional man to make such a statement as that when he has
never been known to study a disease uncomplicated by drugs and
a lot more malpractice called scientific medicine.
My dear Dr. Robinson: Please tell me of how much worth
is your opinion on disease or the opinion of any other doctor on
earth, if neither has an idea of the natural course of disease by
having watched it through from beginning to end, simply standing
guard to prevent nature's operations from being obstructed or
interferred with?
¥>lo
¥
"Every phy1ician 1hould 11udy lhe hislory of medicine. It will do
him lob of good. Besides the intrinsic inlereat of the subject, it will teach
him not to bow to, not to be bound by, aulhorities. For he will be slnlck
by 1he amazing facl, thal there was not a beneficent discovery, there wa1
not a life-1aving measure, tl1ere 1vaa not an irupiring and broadening
thought thal was not ridiculed, condemned or even cuned by "authorities,"
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by the smug and respectable ｰｲｯｦ｣ｊｓｾ｡＠
and big wig1. Medicine would
now be much further than it is, but For "authority!"
T he finl lesson the recent- or old graduate wants lo learn i1 to
snap the chains of authority and lo learn lo rea1on and to thinlr. for himself.
I had to unlearn lots of thing1 when l left collegc. -February, '07,
CJ"itic and Guide.
Medical history furnishes abundant examples of the perpetual error
through prejudice and ignorance, and of the opposition which the mo1t
palpable truths have experienced froo men desirow of being regarded
u medical phi lo•ophen. From the Lancet, March 31, 1827. Just as
true today, seventy-eight ycara later.-Critic and Guide, Aut!UJt, 1905.
Gonorrhea treated properly and 1cientifically from its beginning, i1
rather a mild cli1easc and very amenable to therapeutic mcasurcs.- W . j .
Robinson.
"It is cstimaled that eig.'ity per cent. of all deaths from pelvic diseases
in women arc due to gonorrhea. T wcnty per cent. of all blindneu i1
due lo gonorrheal infection of the new born. Fifty per cent. of all involuntary childleJS marriages arc caucd by gonorrhea of the female
organs of ｧ｣ｮｾｲ｡ｴｩｯＬ＠
of which forty-five per cent. are due to marital infection by men (who had been tru:cd by drug1, and no doubt scientifically, and pronounced cured by scientific physician1. -Ed.), The committee of fifteen estimated that there were annually 200,000 cues in New
York City alone. In PruJSia, where they have more reliable data, it
hat been •lated that typhoid fever represents a yearly loss of 8,000,000
marlr.1, while the increased expense and decrcucd income eau1ed by venerial
diseucs amount to 90,000,000 marlu annually- an amount which exceeds
that cawed by tuberculosis. But the financial lou is of minor importance
the enormous social changes and consequent social misery."
compared ｷｩｾＱ＠
and Guide, April, 1905.
Ycs, the laller is beyond ｣ｯｭｰｵｬ｡ｾｮＮＭｃｲｩｴ＠

All this cost, misery and destruction to human health by a
disease that if treated properly and scientificalJy is amenable.
And I doubt if there is a single c.ase that has not been subjec.ted
to the scientific drug treatment and most of the cases have been
dismissed cured by scientific doctors. those who would be willing
to pul up $1,000 against any drugless doctor's $1,000 that they
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could cure a case in a shorter time, and their cure would be pronounced such as soon as drugs would dry up the discharge even
if the victim should have gonorrheal rheumatism for months afterward, or the victim should commit suicide in one to five years after
his cure due to mental derangement from structural change brought
about by the systemic infection that was cured by drugs--scientifically-and possibly on a $ 1,000 wager, if some one could be
found willing to go into such a senseless contest.
Dr. Robinson is not half bad. I quote
Po!emics aside.
as freely as I do, from the Critic and Guide, to prove to the
readers of the CLUB that the doctor does have occasional flashes
of lucidity.
Now that I have said all the bad things I can think of to
him, and about him, I wish to tell some favorable truths about him.
His little journal "Critic and Guide" is one of the best edited "reg·
ular" periodica!s that I know of. And on the subjects that he
specializes, he is a peer of the hest in the drug profession. Physicians believing in drugs and who undertake the responsibility of
treating venereal diseases should subscribe for his magazine, for it
is well worth the subscription price just for his articles on the
treatment of these diseases. Don't understand that Critic and
CuiJe specializes on venereal diseases, for it does not. Its scope
it is easy to see that its editor's stronghold is on
is general, ｢ｵｾ＠
these diseases, and I say most emphatically that if he can' t cure
gonorrhoea with drugs it will be no fault of his, for he has the
latest and best treatment and a technique known only to the leaders
of the drug profession.
There is as much differl!llce between the treatment of almost
any disease by such medical men as Dr. Robinson, and the rank
and file, as there is between the work of a blacksmith and the
builder of chronoJTeters. If they are unsuccessful it is the fault of
the system and not in their execution.
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A Letter
Anneslon, Ala., May 10, '06.
H. Tilden, Denver, Colo.
Dear Doctor:- ! endo$C P. 0. money order for $1.CO lo renew
my 1ubJcription for another year of "Stuffing."
If you remember, last fall I placed my wife under your cue for one
month of advice by mail. The ｰｨｾｩ｣｡ｮｳ＠
here declared that it would
be absolutely necessary for her lo undergo an operation for the removal
of gall stones. At the time she was ruffering terribly. After the month's
treatment she was entirely relieved of pain and has had excellent health
all winter.
In my practice I have been benefited greatly by this cue, and
through reading the Club, I have 1-ed splendid resuh1 from following
your methods.
I must lake exception• lo your article in May number of the Club,
wherein you make. reference to wearng glasses for the relief of headaches. I admit the possibility of ｹｾｵｲ＠
statement that improper eatinR
causes distortion of the eycballt, but tell me how, after the child hu
reached the age of eight or len, when the ball has become hardened into
an crrocco1:1 shrc, a i:rorcr ditt "ill l:rirg the ball l:ack lo a normal
shape. Evidently you follow a ratiorual diet yourself, yet I notice From
your half lone, that you wear glass.. for the correction of an error of
refraclion--evidcntly hypermctropia.
Our idea of prcscribing the glass is lo correct this error and slop
eye strain-a leak of nerve energy-which would otherwi$C continue,
regnrdlcu of diet. Hence i1 it not • rational think to do, in addition
to leaching the patient how lo live properly, lo &(so prescribe glasses)
I claim that it is the duly of lhe doctor lo prescribe and advi1e
in any manner that will auist nalurc, whether it be glasses, right dicl,
right thoughte, exercise, fresh air, or any thing that acts in a natural way.
Drugs &re not lo be thought of for reasons that are obvious.
I should like for you to take this subject up in some future number
of the Club, for I think you have made a misleading compari1on when
you compared the wearing of glaucs for the relief of headaches, lo the
taking of Bromo-Seltz:cr or other drug1.
•
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Long may you live to edit the Club. There is just one other little
magazine in i11 class, namely, The Philistine.
With best wishes for a long life for the Club and ill editor, I re·
mam,
Sincerely.

ABNER C. THOMAS,
Neuroloaist and <?phthalmologi1t.

This letter was put by and overlooked. I hope Dr. ｔｨｯｭ｡ｾ＠
will pardon delay.
It is graitfying to know that a month's advice by mail was
sufficient, not only to supersede an unnecessary operation for gall
stone, but to relieve and cure Mrs. Thomas. Nearly two year!!
have passed and no return of symptoms, and what is better, there
will be no return unless she reswres the old style of living that
brought the disease on in the first place.
This is the advantage a treatment for removing cause has
over all forms of palliation.
The adjusting of glasses for correcting errors of refraction is
palliation. Dr. Thomas refers to a paragraph at the top of pag.!
39 in May, 1906. CLUB. Id:> not think I made a "misleading
compariscn," for glasses do not cure any more than do d rugs. I
do find fault with the wholesale adopting of glasses for everyone,
especially children, for if the cause of these eye defects is understood, they can be remedied and should be in the young.
\\thy do I not cure myself? Because, since I knew how, I
have not had the lime. I can't gh·e my eyes a year's rest. If I
should und ertake to cure my eyes, I would be compelled to stop
using them in work for at least one year, then what would become
of the CLUB? I fear that those whom I err ploy to write the
CLUB, according to a much circulated report, would fail to materialize with the stuffing. What would become of my business
and those who depend upon my earnings? The facts are I'm in
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th1: predicament of the man who had the bear by the tail ; I can't
let loose.
The eye depends, for its ｾｨ｡ｰ･Ｌ＠
upon its various humors-the acqueous, vitreous, etc. These have each their specific gravity.
To maintain a normal specific gravity of the eye humors the
humors of the whole body must be in a normal condition. This
can not be had short of a condition approaching an ideal standard
we call health.
When glasses are once adopted they have a tendency to
hold the abnormal shape of the eye that had obtained at the time
of their adjustment. If one lives right the humors will become norrr al and the eyes will right their shape if not prevented. This is
exactly what glasses do for those who are constantly using their
cyca in reading. writing or working at a business that rcquirca exact
seeing. T he lens, as it were, stands ttuard and forces the eye
to keep to the adjuslrrent established between it and the glass.
This is exactly where palliation works damage. If the patient
were forced to go without the aid of the glasses before an ab·
normal habit for their use is formed, and instead put on the proper
constitutional treatn:ent, a cure could be made. After the habit
1s formed it is the sarre as all bad habits-hard lo break up.
When relief is once given, few will sub:nit to the inconvenience of
a cure. And son:e may be in my fix-so used to them that to
lay them off means complete disability for duty.
The time for cure is before a habit for pallialion is formed.
The eye appears to be more susceptible of being forced into
an abnormal condition, when once started, than into a normal, for
if the errors of life are continued, a stronger glass is needed from
time lo time, requiring a readjustn:ent, I am told by occulists.
every two years in severe cases of deterioriation.
5C
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I wear glasses of the same strength I wore fifteen years ago
and I am confident that if I co1ld rest my eyes from close work
for one year, I probably should riot need them any more.
This should not be true of young people. They should be
given the proper treatment, and the time necessary for their eyes
to get well.
I have no doubt that many children and young people suffer
n:ore from nerve and muscular perversion than from humoral
troubles. If this is true, the l<nt co-ordination fro:n nerve irritation should be easily overcome by correcting the constitutional
defects, making the adjusting of glasses unnecessary.
Families that use salt too freely are prone to have defective
vision, not from any special disease of the eye, but fro:n the fact
that the use of too much salt alters the specific gravity of the
humors.
Errors of diet causing headaches will in time alter the shape
of the eye by causing muscular contraction of the eye muscles.
T hese cases can be cured easily by correcting the errors, afte1
which the abnormal muscular contractions are relaxed leaving the
eye normal.
I am no more of an occulist than most occulists are dietitions,
but I will poach on the occulist's territory a little further by
saying that if old people would avoid senile cataract they must
not live on cereals. Bread and everything on its order should be
eaten very sparingly and the habt of eating raw vegetables should
never be given up by them. Remember, the old horse does better
on grass than on the dry foods of the barn.
The nerve system of children is often ruined by sweets and
cakes, plus eating between meals. After they have chronic irritation set up in the stomach and bowds they may take on a ll sorts
of reflex troubles including eye perversions. Correct the stomach
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and bowel troubles and lea'e orr glasses, for if they get relief
from glasses, the cause remains to build other troubles.
Sugar, starch, butter and sweet fruits in their many compounds, with coffee, tea, chocolate or cocoa, build a uric acid
condition that causes granulated eyelids, sore throat, rheumatism
and heart disease. Correct the cause and get rid of everything.
even the occulist and his glasses.
In a late letter from Dr. Thomas, he said: "I will admit
that what you say relative to the specific gravity of the fluids of
the eye does not seem unreasonable. but where it is not possible or
convenient for the patient to live without breaking some of the laws
of nature, then glasses are less harmful than drugs. The glasse3
ce1tainly abridge the trouble with no danger where properly
fitted.
· The CLUB has been more instrumental in teaching me to
think than all other periodicals I have ever read. I trust you may
live many years, if only for the selfish motive, that I may continue to be benefited by the many good things which appear in
the pages of the CLUB from month to month."
Such letters as these from Dr. Thomas make up for a lot
• that breclthe a different sentiment. But there are lots of ｰｾｯｬ･＠
waking up. We want I 0,000 more doctors of the stamp of Dr.
Thomas and we are going to have them.
Incorrect Order of Precedence.
First Bystander- What an impressive funeral I Even the
family doctor is in the procession.
Second Bystander-Yes, that's the first time I ever saw the
cause following the effect.-Le Rire.
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Nervousness
Dear Doctor: I have a question lo ult you. 1 want to know if
you thinlt it worth while for me to get a cloclt that will licit with my
heart? My clock ticka 100 timea a minute, and my heart beata 68 time•
a minute.. When I am where I c1.n hear the cloclt there seems to be
aomcthing within me that tries lo keep time with it, but can't because it
runa too fut. \Vhatcver it ia within me that tries to lcecp up with the
cloclc appears lo worry and tire bcauac it can't run a little futer. You
may think this vcrj silly, but I am describing juat how it appears to me.
If you will tell me the number of beats lo the minute that my heart
.hould beat (I am fifty.five years old), I shall try lo get something
around me that my aoul, or wh11tever it is, can keep lime with without
having lo worry so much.
I have trouble with music also. If the time iJ jut! right it appcan
lo lift me up, but if it is loo slow er loo fast, it bu a contrary effect.

M. V. D.

This is a case of food poisoning, particularly starchy foods,
tea and coffee, one or all.
This man should limit his b1ead eating to once a day. About
twice a week he can substitute baked potatoes or rice for the b read,
The bread shou!d be twice-baked and eaten with nuts, or milk
one-third cream, and nothing else for the meal. If potatoes arf:
eaten they should be well baked and eaten with a little salt and
cream, plus a glass of milk one-third cream. Much time should
be given to thorough mastication and insalivation. This should be
for breakfast. No lunch should be taken at noon. D inners
should be eaten in the evening and they should consist of meat
three times a week {any except cured meats} and the veriety
changed at each meal; eggs for one meal; fish for another and
nuls for still another. \" ith the rr.eat, eggs, fish or nuts, always a
dish of salad. This time of the year equal parts of lettuce or
cabbage, celery and canned tomatoes, dressed with salt and olive
SJ
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oil; if there is no constipation a little lemon juice can be added.
In addition to the foregoing one or hvo cooked vegetables can be
had; any except the Irish or sweet potatoes, the dry bean or pea.
The nut eating should be confined to pecans, filberts, Brazil nuts,
hickory nuts, ne11er peanuts.
The vegetables should be cooked by steam and never sea::oned until ready lo eat, and the abominable, ignorant, stupid
habit of draining and ､ｩｾ｣｡ｲｮｧ＠
the water from the vegetables
ｳｾｯｵｬ､＠
never be practiced. If they are cooked in the ordinary way.
just enough water should be added to keep them from burning,
but if there is n:ore, don't, because of stupid custom, throw this
water away. Season it and eat is as soup.
I hope there are no CLUB readers still stupid enough to
season food while it is cooking-yes, I mean salt- never salt
food until ready to eat it, then salt your own, but never presume
lo do so for other people.
The above plan of eating should be continued until this man
has cultivated enough self-poise to rise above the influences about
him. Man is either master of hts environment or he is its slave.
When he becomes its abject sla\'e he is in the condition we call
msane. Every single departure means that we are in the border
land of insanity. It is said that all men are insane to a certain
degree.. This is true. Every sut"render to physical or mental inCluences that arc departures (rom an absolute normal condition
means insanity to just the extent of the departure, Chorea is an
Paralysis is physical imbecility.
example of ph)sical ｩｮｾｬｹＮ＠
Infantile paralysis, including brain as well as spinal cord, gives us
a true type of complete imbecility.
Nervousness, marked by inability to sleep: being annoyed by
dogs barking, caterwauling, car switching, street cars running,
clock or watch ticking, pulse beating, tinnitus aurium (ringing in
54
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the ears), children's play, the beating of one's heart, or the pulof the abdominal aorta or any noises of daily or nightly
occurrrence, rr:eans lost self-control from food poisoning, plus the
irritation that comes from a consciousness of this departure from
the normal.
There are many ways for irritability of the nervous system
lo manifest. It may be spent on some organ such as the liver,
heart or kidneys and manifests according to the commonly recognized diseases of those organs; the disease is then recognized as
physical, but if the brain is the organ of least resiS;tance the perversion will manifest in delirium, hallucinations, dreaming. etc.
The hallucinations may be in keeping with preconceptions and beliefs, and, when this is true, then the individual believes he has
received confim:aticn of bis beliefs from some supernatural source.
Swedenborg heard noises and voices. The great poet Poe
drew a remarkable picture of mental hallucination in his poem.
"The Raven."
People troubled in this way should forego all stimulants
and cut the eating down so Jo,., that the cerebral circulation will
be lowered or brought to a normal pressure. A fast will bring
quick relief, then a fruit diet for awhile, after which a regular
food regime can be indulged in. but the old order of eating should
be shunned.
Insane people can be controlled and cured by a scientific
food regime. It is folly to drug and stuff such subjects, for !ouch
treatment only fastens the disease on the victims.
ｾ｡ｴｩｯｮｳ＠

What the world needs is a knowledge of foods of all kinds
or
and then a knowledge of the constitution of man, his ､ｩｾ･｡ｳＮ＠
his diseased condition, etc., and then fit the food to the condition
or meet the demand.
55
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Another Medical Discovery
And now the doctors have decided that sterilized milk j3
poisonous.
Just ｡ｾ＠ we'd all worn ourselves to shadows gelling up in the
dead of the night to sterilize the milk before we' d let the baby hav'!
a drop of it, discharging competent nurses because they didn't
sterilize enough, worrying the ｣ｯｾ＠
to death about keeping the sterilized covers on the sterilized can in the sterilized box, and telephoning home from the downtown shopping tour to remind whoever was taking care of the baby not to forget to sterilize the germs
out of the milk.
That's the way with the doctors. T hey drive us mad with
soleir.n warnings about this germ and that germ, tell us that hundreds are dying for want of propa antiseptic treatment of this, that
and the other thing, and when they have frightened us to the verge
of nervous prostration, they tum calmly around in their tracks and
tell us that it was all a mistake and that there was nothing to worry
about after all.
That's the way they acted about the vermiform appendix.
Twenty years ago nobody outside of a hospital or a dissecting room had ever heard of a vermiform appendix. Five years
ago-no, it isn't more than two--every other man you met was
pale with fear, fretting over what was going to happen to his vermiform appendix, and nine out of ten women were hurtling through
the streets in clanging an:bulances, going to the hospitals to be
operated on for appendicitis.
Did your tooth ache?
Your doctor told you that toothache was not a d isease, but a
symptom, and that the only thing that would make that tooth stop
56
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throbbing was to go under ether and have your vermiform appendix cut out.
Did your grandfather drink too much port and eat too many
pheasants, and hand down a gouty toe to his descendants-hike to
the hospital and give the surgeon and his long knife a chance;
an operation on the vermiform
nothing would stop the gout ｢ｾ＠
appendix.
And then, all at once, some good, kind, sensible doctor or
other, blessed be his memory forever more, rose up in meeting and
said that the vermiform appendix scare was nothing much but a
scare, after all.
And since that we've dared to call in the doctor when the
baby had the measles without being afraid he'd trendle her off to
the au:bulance and operate to remove the vem:iform appendix.
H ow very, very hun:an hwr.an beings with an M. D . tad.ed
onto their names can be, a fter all.
And what a lot of scientifo research it seems to take to find
out that anything which is perfectly natural is, as a rule, JlOt ab:;olutely vicious.
Hurrali for the good, old-Fashioned, everyday cow and the·
unsterilized milk. She's good er.ough to give us.- Editorial from
The Denver Post.

YEAST LESS BREAD.
Four level cups of whole wheat Hour; two cups of thick
sour milk; one level teaspoon each of salt, soda and baking powder
to a loaf. Mix thoroughly. [f baked with gas or other controllable heat, bake just as slowly as possible: otherwise, give it a
chance to rise first to the top of lhe Lin in a good warming oven or
on a hot radiator.
MRS.

M. A.

DREW.
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Too Thin
Many people whom I treat complain that they lose weight.
Some pec·ple really appear to think that getting thin is the greatest misfortune, much greater than being sick.
I say daily to some one: You can't possibly get rid of your
disease without first losing flesh. Then I must explain that palliation is not curing. Forcing a few pounds of flesh on an invalid
is not curing, not by any manner of means.
The following extract from a letter from a ex-patient of
mine in San Diego, California, (a patient I never have seen),
will give the readers an idea if t is necessary for people to stay
thin after adopting my plan of living.
San Diego, Cal., March 27, '07.
My Dear D r. Tilden:
Just 11 line to lell you how very well I 11m feeling and that I &m
visiting Miss D. in this city. I have gained twenty-seven pounds and I
am ju1t feeling "great." Miu D. ｷｩｳｨｾ＠
lo be remembered. She has
gained twenty-five pounch and i1 lhc piclure of health. \Ve have quite
a linlc colony of Tildenitcs in San Diego nnd hope to l1ave a still larger
one in the future.
You friend,
SUSIE:. M. W.

During the tirre
was treating these young women they
were painfully thin, but they are well paid for their sacrifices, and
so express themselves.
That tired, weak, sleepy f<cling means food poisoning.
means a fast until it is gone.

It

• • • • • •

Every article of food that is used by man has its specific
value, and it is impossible for a substitute to be made. Where
bread is needed, meat will not take its place, and where meat is
indicated, bread cannot be substi:uted.
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Clublets
Indigestion and sensitive condition of the liver do not mean
anything in name; it means that the individual is too fond of eating.

• • •• • •

Losing one's temper, beins jealous and restless, belong to a
nervous system that is being poisoned by tobacco, alcoholics and
improper food.
• • • • • •

If those people who believe in stuffing could cure themselves,
there would be nothing for doctors to do, for most people do
enough stuffing to get well if that was a ll that is required.
Every man must help himself in this world instead of trying
God helps those who
to get sympathy and help from others.
help themselves, and the man who does not help himself. him the
devil surely gets.
• • • • • •
If djmate would cure peoille there would be no need of doctors in Colorado, for we have a \\Cry large state full of climate here,
but the majority of people I come in contact with need almost as
much assistance as they do elsewhere.

• • • •• •

It requires but very little nerve force to do manual labor.
because it comes automatic. Thinking never comes automatic.
It is true a man can learn to tllink, and by excluding everything
he is on, he conserves his
else from his mind except the ｾｵ｢ｪ･｣ｴ＠
nerve force! and docs his work with the least expenditure of nervous energy. The man who has not yet learned to concentrate
his attention on one thing in the line of thinking, wastes a great
deal of nerve force. The man who worries, who thmks without
effective results, exhausts his ne-ve energy more than by concentrations. I t is much like striking at an object and missing it;
it injures the muscles more than when the blow lands.
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What People Say About the Club
"I thoroughly enjoy the Club."
-Mrs. I. L. Strong, Chicago.
·

" I have just been reading the Club for November, 1902.
I want to say to you that the article on "Buy W hat You Want
and Pay For It" has more sense to the square inch in it than anr
thing I have ever read. It is worth reading and rereading, again
and again.
" Best wishes for success, for real success founded on cause
and effect."
Yours truly, W. H. BRUCE.
Mr. Bruce is a real enthusiast when it comes to the Club.
I will say that according to my judgment Mr. Bruce's opinion
about that article is correct for I believe it to be one of my best.
This is from one of Chicago's rustling, bustling successful
business men.
" I have read the Stuffed C lub from the first nwnber, and it
has given me great pleasure. I class it with the Philistine, the
only other magazine that can be compared with it.
"I am a thoro' supporter of Elbert Hubbard, having taken
all degrees so far given by him."
I wish to make a statement of facts. The most enthusiastic
supporters of A StuffeJ Club are also readers of The Philistine.
The majority of the most intelligent readers of the Club are
readers of Hubbard and not only Hubbard but of first class up-Iodate literature generally.
Hubbard and his pen products are stimulating and ｡ｭ｢ｩｴｯｮｾ＠
building. ｾｨ･ｮ＠
people read him for awhile they begin to grow
restless and thirst for rrore knowledge, and they not only grow a
desire for more knowledge but they grow a discrimination that
requires thought-provoking and thought-filling material. Just any
old magazine won't do.
In this respect Elbert Hubbard is doing a work that offsets
everything that calumny can set against him.
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The real teacher is the man who can force dilferentiation of
the latent element in mankind; h? is not a creator but he is a discoverer and developer.
I should be pleased if I knew every Club reader was also a
reader of everything Hubbard '"rites, for they would understand
me better.
The readers of ' the Club and Philistine should not stop.
There are other magazines and lots of books. Get Busy. Know
all you can, for when we know all we can we shall know little
enough.
A paragraph taken from a letter from a patient in California.
" I am feeling splendidly, and am so astonished to find that
so much can be accomplished il such a short time through the
medium of properly selected food. I regret that I did not perceive the wisdom of taking this bealment long ago."
This is a sample of expressions I receive from gratified
patients living hundreds of miles <1w;iy, whom I have not seen and
probably never shall.
Reader, can you realize thc.t the reason, and the only reason.
such people will trust a physician so far away to give advice, is
because they can't find relief and cure at home, and from the
doctors with whom they and their friends are acquainted? Drugs
palliate, but a time comes when palliation will not do; then it is
that patients must find physicians who will remove cause or they
will never get well.
"Dear Doctor :-I wish ycu could live a hundred years and
that you could then leave a competent successor-that you could
convert thousands and thousand; to your way of thinking-and
that you will give us a complete text on diet as worked out along
your lines. I wish you every su:cess and every happiness. I am
with you in all I have ever read concerning diet. With very best
regards, I am," Sincerely yours,
Dr. R. H. Williams.
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Down the Road to Ruin
ｂｾ＠

Walter S. Whitacre.

When you have lost your mental sight
And blindly follow Appetite,
There's surely trouble brewih'.
When day by day you will indulge
Your tastes till you begin to bulge,
When placidly your paunch you pat
And smile because you're growin' fat,
You'll leam the naked truth some 'day
That you are surely on the way
Down the road to ruin.
When Appetite assumes control
And silences your sentry-soul There'll soon be something doin'.
You'll get quite busy payin' bills
To those who doctor human ills,
Or runnin' here and yon for health
And gettin' rid of surplus wealth;
But busier still, ' tis sad to say,
W ill be your pace along the way
Down the road to ruin.
Wake up, and see where you are at I
Now tell me, are you standin' pat,
Your appetite subduin'?
Or are you bowin' down to Greed
By catin' more than what you need?
If so, go watch the brutes, and learn
The art of self control, then turn
Forever from the dangerous way
That thousands follow day by day
Down the road to ruin.
Mt. Vernon, Ill.
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Book Reviews
"A Great Iniquity," by Leo Tol11oy. Publi1hcd by "The Public Publi1hing Co., Finl National Bani< Bldg., Chicago. Price, 10 cents.
This i1 L eo T ol1toy's imprenive lellcr to the London T orric1 on the
1ubjecl of property in land in which he cxplicilly approve• of the 1ingle
laJ: theoric1 of Henry George.''
It !here anylhing 1lrange about Ruuia's great prophet arriving al lhe
aamo economic concluaion1 that our Henry George did} I think not.
Every mind wilh enough knowledge, 1ound reasoning power and devoid of
prejudice--honcsl-must come to lhe same conclusion about property in
Janda.
There can be no olhcr ju1t and equitable adjustment of the tu
qucation.
Whether we will or will not reason this qucation out end be governed
and act upon it as honest, reasoning beings, the issue cnnnol be avoided,
for lhe falae economic plans that we are living under arc undergoing a
degenerative process that must and will disintegrate our government, then
u 11 logical acqucnce, tho "properly in land" qucslion, as aolvad by Henry
George, will offer the only rational plan for rehabilitation.
This lctler was written by T olsloy cxclwively for the T unet and was
announced by that paper to be free of copyright; notwithstanding this
announcement, "The Public" of Chicago was the only paper in America
lo reproduce it verbatim, and is now offering to send it out in p11mphlel
form with the portrait of its author.
It is believed thot lhis portrait has never been published in this
"The originru was received from Moscow by Min Jane
counlry.
Addams, of Hull Hou1c, Chicago, by who1e courleou1 perminion, a
half-tone was made for thi1 pamphleL"
"The likC11ess is regarded by Min Addams, who has visited T ols!oy
at his home, as exceptionally faithful. Miss Addams undenlands that the
circulation of this porlrait is intcnlctcd in Russia, presumably because
the minda of the peuanlry might be inflamed by the simple peuant dress
and pose, giving to their friend the appearance of a prophet.''
"PRACTICAL ASTROLOGY FOR EVERYBODY."
"An up-to-date little boolt in every respect. The co•er i1 uniquely
designed in three colors, and the ottrnctive bcauly it only equaled by the
useful quality of uplifting auggesliona and information contained within.
It i1 a book which anyone can undentand and put into operation
much of the knowledge which it sell forth.
To Aatrologen, or lo anyone contemplating making an investigation
in Aatrology this work furnishes much of interest.
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It is of especial value lo profcnional people, cmployen, and parents.
F rec from lcchnicali1ies and void of symbols; especially arranged to
serve those who have nol made 11 study of the science from a horo1copical
standpoint yet who arc anxious 10 gain access lo u1cful and reliable infor·
mation compiled in a manner ready for practical application.
To Aslrologen it presents a clear understanding of the influence of
the Sun in the Constellations and tlaus assists in delineating a horoKope.
Containing also rules for planting, etc., and other appropriate mailer
on the suhjccl of Aslrology it becomes a useful and handy book for every·
body interested in this science. Price, 50 cents.'' I. Hulery Fletcher,
266 Clay Street, Pordand, Oregon.

- - - --

Daniel Webster said: "Compulaory Vaccination is an outrage and a gross
interference wilh the liberly of the people in a land of freedom."
The following pamphlets on the subject of Vaccination have been
received by me.
Crimes of the Cowpox Ring.-Some moving pictures thrown on the dead
wall of official silence. By Lora C. Little, Editor of "The Liberator."
Price, 10 cents. Addreu, The Liberalor Publishing Co., Minneapolis,
Minn.
Contents.-The Ring Motives 1111d Strength. Some of the Victims.
Additional Cases from the Pren. Systematic Deception. A Call lo Ac·
lion. Unconscious Humor of the Cowpoxeu.
Mrs. Lillie hu a right lo rai1e her voice against vaccination. She lost
by vaccination her last and only child, Kenneth Marion Little, April 10th,
1896. The little fellow had arrived al the age of seven years.
It is easy for believe!'$ in vaccination to declare that Mu. Lillle, be·
cause 1he i1 not a graduated ｰｨｹ｡ｩ｣ｾｮＮ＠
is unworthy of allcnlion when she
!iris her voice against the supenlitian called vaccination.
There is no qucslion bu1 that Mn. Linle knows that she lost her boy,
and she saw him go down under the influence of a c:liscuc that had ill origin
in a sore arm caused by vaccination. Admitting for the sake of argumenl,
The
that the vaccine was impure, was tht1.I any fault of Mrs. Little's'?
reason for the introduction of this impure vaccine wa1 bec"uJC of compul·
sory vaccination.
It appears to me that a law thal will force people to 1ubmit lo a 10·
called protection should be quire sure that lhc prolection will nol be a
greater menace lo health and life than the· disease for which the prolcction
is given. I have watched the diseue for yeara nnd I must say that it is
a failure when it comes to being ､｣ｾｩ･ｬｹ＠
conlagious. So far as my ob·
servation goes, not one in twenty expo1ed to smnllpox takes the disease.
The local 1anit11ry nnd almo1phcric conditions mutt be favoroble, then
the individual musl be in the proper condi1ion1 making him 1u1ccptible.
Send 10 cents lo Lora C. Liuk care of The Liberator Puh. Co. for
64
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